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THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF N;EW MEXICO
Miarch 4, 1980
184
The Regents of the University met at 9:90 a.m.
March 4, 1980 in the Roberts Room of Scholes Hall.
concerning the public notice of this meeting are on
the office of the Secretary of the University.
on Tuesday,
Affidavits
file in
Present: Mr. Henry Jarpmillo, J~., President
Mrs. William A. Jourdan, Vice Pr~sident
Mr. Calvin P. Horn, Secretary-Treasurer
Mrs. George J. Maloof
Dr. Phillip U. Martinez
Mr. Leonard J. DeLayo, EX-Officio
Dr. Jan Roebuck, President, Faculty Senate,
Adviser
Mr. Mario Ortiz, President, ASUNM, Adviser
~
:i:~{.;
/ '
/ "
Also Present: Dr. William E. Davis, President of the University
Mr. John Perovich, Vice President for Business
and Finance
Dr. Marvin Johnson, Administrative Vice President
for Student Affairs, Alumni Relations, and
Development
Dr. Leonard Napolitano, Director/Dean of the
Medical Center
Dr. McAllister Hull, Provost
Ms. Anne J. Brown, Secretary of the University
Dr. Joel Jones, Associate Provost for Academic
Affairs
Dr. Alex Sanchez, Associate Provost fo~
Community Education
Dr. William Walden, Associate Vice President
for Computer Services and Information Systems
Mr. U. William Weeks, Assistant to the President
Mr. D. Peter Rask,University Counsel
Mr. James Wiegmann, Budget Director ..
Mr. Van Dorn Hooker, University ~rchitect
Mr. Jess Pric~, Director of Public Information
Ms. Yolanda Jones, Chairperson, GSA Council
Reporters from Newspapers and TV Stations
Also present for portions of the meeting: Ms. Teresa Moulds,
Mernbero~ the BEF: Dean Carmen Westwick,
College of Nursing: Dean Robert Deside~io,
School of Law: Dean Robert Weaver, Admissions
& Records: Mr. Franklin Jones, Attorney:
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Mr. John Bridgers~ Athletic Director;'
Mr. Ted McWhorter, Mr. Johnny Jones, and -
Mr. Bill Brannin, Representatives of the
Lobo Club; Professor Al utton, School of
Law; Ms. Karen Glaser, Dean of Students;
Mr. Gwinn Henry, Director of Alumni Relations;
Dr. John Ladman, Chairman of Athletic Council;
Ms.' Linda Estes, Director, Women's Athletics;
and Dr. Don Stuart, Executive Secretary, BEF.
* * * * * *
It was moved by Mrs. Jourdan, Adoption of the Agenda
seconded by Mr. Horn, that the
Regents adopt the-agenda as distributed. Carried.
* * * * * *
It was moved by Dr. Martinez,
seconded by Mrs. Maloof, that the
minutes of January 29 be
approved as distributed. Carried.
* * .* * * *
Minutes of Meeting of
January 29, 1980_
Naming of Regent s .Q.!!
Boards and Committees
It was moved by Mr .., , Horn, Elec-tion of Officers
seconded by Dr. Martinez, that
the present officers continue to serve for another year.
Carried. The officers are: Henry Jaramillo, Jr., President;
Ann, C. Jourdan, Vice President; and Calvin P. Horn,
Secretary-Treasurer.
* * * *. * *
Mr. Jaramillo made the
following appointments of
Regents to boards and
committees:
~Finance and Audit Committee: Mr. Horn ·and Dr. Martinez
-Honorary Degree Committee: Mrs. Jourdan and Mrs. Maloof
-N.M. Medical Foundation Board: Mrs. Jourdan, -Mr. Jaramillo
and Dr. Martinez will continue as members as specified
in the Foundation Bylaws.
In connection with the three members -named to the N.M. Medical
Foundation Board, Mr. Jaramillo asked Mr. Rask to search
the Open Meetings Law and give an opinion about three
members of the Board on one committee.
Mr. Jaramillo also stated that, since the Regents have
heard concerns expressed about Regents serving on search
committees, and since the University's Athletic Policy is
Authorization to
Execute Documents
being restudied, he would postpone naming Regents to the
Campus Planning Committee and the Athletic Coqncil, both
standing committees of the University Faculty.
Mrs. Maloof asked that the following statement be put
into the minutes of the meeti~g: .
. "Mr. Chairman, I believe strongly that a
representative of the Board of Regents should attend
Athletic Council·meetings so that the Board can be
kept informed about Athletic Council business. I think
it is especially important at this time because
of the crisis in the University's athletic program.
I realize that we have the program under study and
we will welcome recommendations, but in the meantime,
I think it would be wise if we had someon~ monitoring
the Athletic Cquncil meetings. As you know, I have
been going to these meetings, and I believe, Mr. Chairman,
that it is important that you go too. I also think that
another member of the Board of Regents should go, so
that ,there are always two Regents at the Council
meetings. The second Regent does not need to be me."
After extended discussion, it was decided that the
present Regent members of the Athletic Coqncil and the Campus
Planning Committee would continue to attend meetings until
a definite policy has been formulated.
It was also decided that Mr. Jaramillo would appoint ,two
Regents to serve on a committee to discuss whether or not
Regents should serve on search committees.
* * * * * *
It was moved by Mr. Horn,
seconded by Mrs. Jourdan, that the
newly el~cted officers of the Board
be authorized to sign checks, drafts, and other documen~o~
the Regents' behalf; that the vice president b~ authorized to
sign for the president or the secretary-treasurer in ~he
ab~ence of either; that the president or the vice president·
be specifically aut~orized to execute (buy, sell, assign~ or
endorse for transfer) certificates representing stocks, bonds,
or other securities now registereq or hereafter registered. in
the name of the University of New Mexico; that the President
of the University and the Vice President for Business and
Finance or their desig~ees be authorized to continue to
sign contracts, grants, and other agreements that are·
necessary for the daily operation of the University. Carried.
* * * * * *
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Authorization for President Davis
to Execute Faculty and Staff
Contracts for 1980-81....:;..;;~;;.;:::..;;:;.::.,.::.:::.-- --- --
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It was moved
by Dr. Martinez,
seconded by Mrs. Jourdan,
that President Davis or
his designee be authorized to negotiate
contracts for 1980-81. Carried.
faculty and staff
Report and Review of
Administrative Act'ions
*'* * * * *
President Davis reported
that it had been recommended
by the Honorary Degree Committee
and approved by the Faculty, that the University give to
President J6se Lo~~z~P6rtillo o£ Mexico an H6norary Doctor
of Laws Degree. Last week President Portillo replied that
he would be honored to receive the degree. This will be, a
most important event for the University and our relations
with Mexico. Professo'r Al Utton and Vice President Swede
Johnson -will form a c6mmittE!eto' work out the details of an
academic convocation 'inho'noi:' 'of President Portillo.
The University is pleased that Dr. MarIan Scully', one
of the world's foremost scientists in the field of lasers and
laser physics, will be joining i'ts faculty next year on a
special appointment. - '
President Davis distribut'ed 'a preliminary report from
the committee which has ,been studying an athletic code for
UNM. He emphasized the' preliminary aspect' of the report and
said that the committee is working diligently to formalize
an Athletic ~olicy. ' .
Davis also said that the task force to study the General
College and the admissions criteria for University College
will be chaired by Professor Clinton Adams. The committee
will interact with standing faculty committees, the Faculty
Senate, and the administration and will bring',recommendations
to ,the Regents before the end of the spring semester.
Dr. Alex Sanchez and Dean William Huber will work closely with
the task force.
Dr. Alex Sanchez is cooperating with Los Alamos in
preparing the search for director of the LoS Alamos Branch.
The unit will begin operation in the fall.
There has been considerable discussion about the need
for a Regents Policy Manual. It is anticipated'that such a'
manual would deal only with Regents policy and would be
published in such a manner that it could be updated
immediately after each Regents meeting. The Faculty Handbook
would probably be updated and reorganized at the same time.
The University suffers because of the long delay'in
making key appointments. The UNM affirmative action plan
outlines procedures for making such appointments and the
steps necessary to comply with all regulations require a
considerable amount of time. The appointment of an athletic
counselor is a case in point. The search for a counselor,
• ~ 1 . _ Ibegun In- January, has not yet.- been completed and we ar.e
midway-through the-second academic semester. Davis will
ask those concerned with affirmative action to reanalyze
our procedures to see if appointments can be expedited •..
* * * * * *
President Davis said that he Internal Auditor
and Vice President Perovich were
recommending that the members of the Finance and Audit
Committee meet with them to finalize a format wherein an
internal auditor of the University will be responsible
directly to the Regents. It is anticipated that the
auditor would have the freedom to report any concerns directly
to the Regents without going through the President or the
Vice President for Business and Finance.
Mr. Jaramillo asked that the Finance and Audit Committee
meet with President Davis and Mr~ Perovich to review the
matter and bring back suggestions at a later date to the
Regents.
* * * * * *
Mr. Franklin Jones Report EY Franklin Jones
reported that since January 10,
when he entered into a contract with the Regents, he has
established an office on the campus which has telephone
access both through the University and by an outside line.
The location of the office has been widely advertised.
One task has been to coordinate the activities of the
various· investigative agencies. In that connection Mr. Jones
has met with the United States Attorney and his staff, the
Attorney General and his staff, Mr. Peter Johnstone,
Dean Robert ,Weaver ,and· the University I S internal audit·
staff. He has accumulated -documents related to the
University's 'athletic problem and has personally interviewed
about 95 persons, including the Regents.' He also 'attended
the legislative hearings~
Mr. Jones expressed his. willingness to assist in the
development of policies and procedures insofar as they
relate to the athletic situation. He believes that the.
development of written procedures in this area is essential
to the effective utilization of internal audit. He will
also offer input on the development of an athletic code.
His first priority was to determine whether there was
evidence of participation by the President or by the Regents
in the improprieties which have been widely publicized.
Insofar as he has been able to determine there is no active
participation by the Regents or by the President or his
immediate staff, nor is there evidence that those people
are involved in any coverup or any attempt to coverup.
* * * *.* *
18.9
Recommended Change in
Regents' Policy Concerning
Termination of Contracts
Resolution Concerning
UNM Medical Center
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Mr. Rask told the
Regents that there had
recently been a case where
a one-year contract was
terminated for inadequate performance. A policy, adopted
by the Regents on May 19, 1976, states "•• • no contract
with this University may be violated or terminated short of
its natural termination date without the express consent
of the Regents." He recommended that the word "terminated"
be deleted from the policy in order to allow termination
for cause ~ithout express consent of the Regents.
Mrs. Jourdan said that ,she believed the original intent
was that the above stated policy should apply only to
multi-year contracts. She suggested that Mr. Rask rewrite
the recommendation and bring it back to the Regents for .
consideration. The other Regents concurred in this suggestion.
**.****
Mr. Rask said that the
resolution printed in the
agenda reflects accurately the
current organization and practices of the UNM Medical Center.
During the last legislative session there were questions
concerning medicare and medicaid status of the Children's
Psychiatric Center.
Dr. Napolitano said that the University has been
trying to obtain provider status for the Center and the
present organization structure insures that each unit in
the Medical Center has its own provider number and,own
cost center •., Components of the· Medical Center include:
(1) University of New Mexico Hospital/Bernalillo County
Medical Center; (2) Bernalillo County Mental Health/Mental
Retardation Center; (3)' Children's Psychiatric Center;
(4) Cancer Research and Treatment Center; (5) Family Practice
Clinic; and (6) such other medical treatment groups or
units as may from time. to time be designated or redesignated
by the Director of the Medical Center.
It was moved by Mrs. Jourdan, seconded by Dr. Martinez,
that the Regents adopt the resolution as printed in the
agenda. Carried. '
RESOLUTION CONCERNING UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
MEDICAL CENTER
~---I
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BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW MEXICO:
1. University of New Mexico Medical Center.
The University of New Mexico Medical Center (Medical
Center) is hereby affirmed. Components of the Medical Center include
the following:
A. University of New Mexico Hospital/Bernalillo County
~edical Center,
- C-? - -- 4 .- ~ - - "-__._ -t.~.----
B. Bernalillo County Mental Health/Mental Retardation ~
Center,
C. Children's Psychiatric Center,
D. Cancer Research & Treatment Center,
~. Family Practice Clinic, and
F. Such other medical treatment groups or units as may
from time to time be designated or redesignated by the Director of the
Medical Center.
The purpose of the Medical Cente_r is to provide for a unified, integrated
and coordinated unit for patient medical care. With r:.egard to hospital com-
ponents -- (p ever.>.' patient must be under the care of a physician, (2)
. patients will be admitted only on the recommendation of a physician, and
(3) a member of the house staff or other physician must be on duty or on
call at all times and available within 15 to 20 minutes at the most.
2. Governance.
Consistent with its cons!~tutionaland statutory authority, the
Board of Regents reserVes to itself the right to consider and determine, if
in the exercise of sound discretion it is deemed necessary, any matter re-
lating to the Medical Center. In addition, the Board of Regents, with respect
to the Medical Center, will provide the following:
I-
A. Such broad policies as it deems necessary for proper
management and control.
B. Approval of overall planning and budgeting.
C. Approval of major capital expenditures.
D. Approval of the appointment of key personnel.
E. Approval of medical staff b.>:-laws, which will
provide for a unified medi cal staff.
F. Delegation of authority to appropriate boards, committees,
or individuals.
•I
~
3. Director.
The position of Director of the Medical Centeris hereby
affirmed. The incumbent of that position is appointed and removed by
the President of the University after consultation with the Board of Regents.
The Director is the chief executive officer of the Medical Center and shall
administer the Medicai Center in accordance with applicable policies, laws,
rules and regulations, including but not limited to licensing and accreditation
rules. The Director must be a member of the faculty of the University's
School of Medicine, or must be eligible for such membership. The Director
supervises the administration of all components of the Medical Center.
4. Chief Medical Officer.
The Chief Medical Officer of the Medical Center is the. person
I
so designated by the Director of the Medical Center after consultation with
the President of the University and the Regents. The Chief Medical Officer
must be a member of the faculty of the School of Medicine and a duly licensed
physician. The Chief Medical Officer is responsible for and coordinates the
activities of the medical staff and all other health care providers. The Chief
,M edical Officer reports to th'e Director' of the. Medical.Center for the medical
activities of all components.
-------._--...._--~-------
* * * * * *
"".1 ;...r, ....". ".1'10
~.... :I¢,::,.-i... ~
.. _~~~~,;.
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Mr. Perovich said that 1979-80 Budget Revisions
the anticipated revenue for
1979-80 has increased $3,245,000 over and above the original
budget, and it is expected that expenditures will increase
about $1,645,000. The difference of approximately $1,600.~.000
will be accounted for by transferring some current funds to
plant funds and also by increasing balances.
On the main campus the Instruction and General revenue
increase of $1,500,000 is derived from three major sources:
(1) tuition, (2) interest earned, and (3) indirect costs.
$400,000 will be transferred to research and public service.
Another major course of revenue is intercollegiate athletics~
however, it is anticipated that we will receive $220,000 less
than budgeted in this area. Expenditures will increase by
$816,500 because of increase in student services, institutional
support, and cost of utilities.
Of the $3,245,000 increase in revenue, approximately
$1,200,000 comes from the School of Medicine and the major
source of increase is indirect cost.
It was moved by Mr;\ Horn, seconded by Mrs. Maloof, that
the Regents approve the budget revisions as presented. Carried.
------------.--_ .. ---~--_._--- -----,.--
University of New Mexico
FYE 6/30/80 Budget Revisions
Current Unrestricted Funds - Main Campus
..
Revenues
Instruction & General
Student Social & Cultural
Research
Public Service
Internal Service Departments
Student Aids
Auxiliary Enterprises
Intercollegiate Athletics
Total Revenues
Expenditures
Instruction & General
Student Social & Cultural
Research
Public Service
Internal Service Departments
S_tudent Aids
Auxiliary Enterprises
Intercollegiate Athletics
Total Expenditures
---
Ac-tu<::!l
1978-79
56,865,077
1,941,857
90,061
3,551,776
533,536
1,576,915
10,607,485
3,078,838
78,245,545
49,362,3Z3
1,895,464
981,503
3,916,440
40,001
1,891,641
10,045,234
2,902,827
71,035,483
Original
Budget
1979-80
58,821,300
2,200,000
300,000
4,244,000
584,800
1,491,000
11,223,250
3,391,700
82,256,050
53,720,300
2,200,000
1,400,000
4,754,000
584,800
2,231,000
10,723,900
3,091,700
78,705,700
Budget
Revisions
1979-80
1,500,000
(220,000)
1,280,000
800,000
80,000
880,000
Revised
Budget
1979-80
60,321,300
2,200,000
300,000
4,244,000
584,800 .
1,491,000
11,223,250 _
3,171,700
83,536,050
t.':';~·
54,520,300'
2,200,000
1,400,000
4,754,000
584,800 I
2,231,000
10,723,900
3,171,700
79,585,700
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Transfers To (From) Net
Instruction & General
Student Social & Cultural
Research
Public Service
Internal Service Departments
Student Aids
Auxiliary Enterprises
Intercollegiate Athletics
,
Total Transfers
(5,956,646)
(700)
1,132,376
604,820
(526,208)
515,621
(511 ,481)
(173,904)
(4,916,122)
(5,101,000)
1,100,000
510,000
560,000
(499,350)
(300,000)
(3,730,350)
(700,000)
200,000.
200,000
300,000
-0-
(5,801 ,(00) e
1,300,000
710,000
560,000";
(499,350),
I
" ~
(3,730,350)
._----_ .. _---- - "------------;-...,.-,---- ----
University of New Mexico
FYE 6/30/80 Budget Revisions
Instruction & General - Main Campus
Revenues
Tuition & Miscellaneous Fees
State Appropriations
Government Grants & Contracts
Private Gifts & Grants
Endowment, Land, & Permanent Fund
Sales & Services of Educational
Ac"tivities
Other Sources
Total I&G Revenues
Expenditures
Instruction
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutional Support
Operations-; & Maintenance
Total I&G Expenditures
Actual
1978-79
7,742,584
41,232,600
416,158
205,841
2,398,031
33,555
4,836,308
56,865,077
27,185,224
6,281,735
2,836,441
5,618,231
7,440,742
49,362,373
Original
Budget
1979-80
7,908,500
44,382,700
289,000
52,500
2,200,000
32,600
3,956,000
58,821,300
29,566,000
6,785,700
3,122,000
6,194,000
8,052,600
53,720,300
Budget
Revisions
1979-80
700,000
800,000
1,500,000
100,000
200,000
500,000
800,000
Revised
Budget
1979-80
8,608,500
44,382,700
289,000
52,500
2,200,000
32,600
4,756,000
60,321,300
29,566,000
6,785,700
3,222,000
6,394,000
8,552,600
54,520,300
-~----._-_._. --- ---
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UNM
Institution: School of Medicine
Oat S b 'tted
Request for Budget Revision197Date
Received by BEF
e u mt :
.. .Current Approved Requested Requested Revised
Budget Increases Decreases Budget
REVENUES
Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted
Instruction & General 13,927,100 692,100 1,21?,GOq 17,000 61,500 15,127,10 630,600
Student Social and Cultural ..
.
Develooment A(lth'ities
Research 2,651,00C 0,709,500 400,000 2,651,00( 11,109,500
Public Seivice 898,50( 6,581,700 16,50( - 915,00( 6,581,700,
Internal Service' Dept. 21,00( 10,200 '. . ;11,00( 10,200" .'
• Student Aid, Grants 42,100 410,000 " 452,100
, and Stipends : ,.:-~~.
.Auxiliary Enterprises
;', ... '
"
.
, .
Intercollegiate Athletics
Independent Operations 41,213,60e 5,561,800 41,213,60C 5,561,800
.
! Plant Fund, Capital Outlay '. . -
"
Renewals and Replacements
Debt Service
TOTAL REVENUE 58,711,20e 23,597,400 1,233,50e 810,000 17,000 61,500 59,927,700 24,345,900
.- ..
.-
..
EXPENDITURES -
..- ...
..
.....
..
-
~;- - ..
'-.. .
Instruction & General 13,986,40 692,100 161,20C 4,400 191,200 65,900 13,956,40( 630,600
Student Social and Cultural
Development Activities
_.
"
Research 2,676,OO( 10,709,500 20,001 400;000 ." .~.. .; 2,696,OO( 11,109,500
.-.
Public Service 898,50( 6,581,700 26,50( ~ .. 925,00e 6,581,700
Internal Service Dept. 21,00( 10,200 . 21,00e 10,200
Student Aid, Grants , 8,10( 42,100 .- 410,000 8,10eand Stipends 452,100
Auxiliary Enterprises
&
InterCOllegiate Athletics
I
Independent Operations 41,303,40( 5,561,800 41,303,40e ,5,561,800
! Plant Fund, Capit"aI 'Outlay
:
,
Renewals and Replacements .. ..
Debt Service
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 58,893,4(( 23,597,400 207,700 814,400 191,20d 65,900 58,909,90C 24,345,900
--------
Request for Budget Revision' UNM SChool of Medicine Page 2
','
Curren t Approved Requested Requested
.•..
BEGINNING BALANCE *
Revised
Budget Increase Decrease Budget
Instructional and General 590,000 27,000 563,000
-
--
Student Social & Cultural Dev. Activities
Research' 25,000 25,000
-
Public Service
Internal Service Department
Student Aid, Grants & Stipends
Auxiliary Enterprises
---
Intercollegiate Athletics
Independent Operations 89,800 89,800
Plant Fund, Capital Outlay
-
Renewals & Replacements
'Debt Service
TOTAL 704,800 27,000 677,800
,-
".
ENDING BALANCE· "
-..
Instructional and General -D- 600,000 600,000
Student Social & Cuhural Dev. Activities
Research - " -D-
Public Service -D-
,Internal Service Department .'
-D- o,
"
Student Aid, Grants & Stipends ":0.:-
Auxiliary Enterprises
Intercollegiate Athletics .' , ,
Independent Operations
-D-
Plant Fund, Capital Outlay
Renewals & Replacements
Debt Service .
..
TOTAL ' '
-0- 600,000 600,000
..-
I
I,
·Babnces should not Include any restucted funds.
-...
TRANSFERS TO (FROM)
Instructional and Gene~ (530,700) (603,000) ." " (1,133,700)
Student Social & Cultural Dev. Activities, ' '
Research .' ,- 20,000 20,000
..
Public Service 10,000 10,000
Internal Service Department
,
-
Student Aid, Grants & Stipends 8,100 8,100
-
Auxiliary Enterprises
Intercolleiiate Aihletics
..
Independent Operations·
Plant Fund, Capital Outlay
Renewals & Replacements
Debt Service
I
--
0'"
NET TOTAL (522,600) (573,000) (l, 095,600)
--
< ' 196
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UNM
Request for Budget Revision Institution~1 ()t:!:.ledici.n,
Date Submitted .._ -'-- _... _
.;-~:--..=.~
INSTRUCTION Current Approved Rp.quested Requested Revised
AND GENERAL Budget Increases Decreases Budget
-
REVENUES Unrestricted Restricted Unrestricted Restricted . Unrestricted RestriCted . Unrestricted Restricted
- -
Tuition and
MisceIJaneous Fees '::4fjr,OOO 14,500 465,500
Govt. Approp. -Federal
- State 8,752,600 '8,752,600
- Local
Government Gra~ts
and Con tracts - Fede.r~ 327 800 692 100 45 500 fi1 .c;nn "17"1 "Inn fl"ln.finn
- State ,
-
- Local
Privilte Gifts, Gran ts
and Con tracts
Endowment, Land and
Permanent Fund Income
Sales and Service of . - '.
• Educational Activities 20 000 17.0nn "I.nnn
.,
Other Sources 4,375,700 i 157 000 5 532 700
TOTAL I & G ~ENUES 111.927,100 fi92.100 1 ?17'nOn. 17.nnn ~lr:;nn 1 r:;. 177' 1 nn ~"In ~_O.!L
..
EXPENDiTURES
.....
Instruction 9 384.300 652 100 191 200 65 900 9.193.100 586 200.,
'-'
Academic Support 1 470.300 23.500 80 700 2 800 1.,),)1.nnn ?~.1nn
Student Services 307,900 1,600 307,900 1,600
1,282,400 7,500 20,000 . 1,302,400 7,500Institutional Support
Operation and
-,
1,541,500 9,000Maintenance of Plant 60,500 1,602,000 9,000
TOTAL I & G EXPEND. '113,986,400 692,100 161,200 4,400 191,200 65,900 13,956,400 630,600
Beginning Balance 590.000 X X 27,000 X 563,000 X
Ending Balance -0- X 600,000 X X 600,000 X
TRANSFERS TO (FROM)
I&G
Renewals and ,
Replacements
Debt Service 300,000 300,000 600,000
Student Loan Matching 8,400 8,400
Student Aids 8,100 8,100
~ ,.'
,-
Capital. Outlay 234,200 273,000 507,200 "
roBin carrptis (20,000 (20,000
Research 20,000 20,qOO
..
Public Service 10,000 10,000
-
TOTAL NET TRA:'\SfERS 530,700 603,000 1,133,700
EDA Grant to Renovate
the Alcalde-Building
at Harwood Foundation
Extension of Option Aqreement
between UNM Cl:nd Ethiconr.Inc.
Approval of Road Right of
Way to City of Albuguergue
~~-.. -~.. 197
Mr. Perovich told the
Regents that the University has
been informed by the Economic
Development Administration (EDA)
that funds may be available to support another grant to the
University to renovate the Alcalde Building at the '.Harwood
Foundation. The estimated cost of renovating the building
would be $150,000 of which $120,000 would come from the EDA
grant. The UNM match of approximately $30,000 would be
solicited from private sources in the Taos area and national
foundations; however, the University would have to advance-
fund this project until the gifts were forthcoming. He
asked that the Regents approve a resolution authorizing the
filing of the application for the grant.
It was moved by Mrs. Maloof, seconded by Mr. Horn, that
the Regents approve the resolution as printed :J-n the agenda.
Carried.
* * * * * *
'.
Mr. Perovich said
that Ethicon, Inc. has
assured us on several
occasions that they intend to buy some 65 acres of Univ~~sity
land lying south of the south golf course. They elected to
extend their option to ,buy this land once and now J;equesta
further extension to May 31, 1980. The request is made in
order that Ethicon may obtain the benefit of a fede·ral grant
which will greatly reduce their cost of developmeJ:}t. The
Regents are asked to grant this 90-day extension of the
option.
It was moved by Mrs. Jourdan, seconded by Mi's, .. Malocff,
that the Regents approve the extension of tpe option agreement
between UNM and Ethicon, Inc. Carried.
* * * * * *
In connection with
the above matter, Mr. Rask
said that the city of
Albuquerque has aEplied to the Economic Development Administra-
tion for a grant for ,financial assistance to develop a road
on the 65 acres of Univ~rsity land. In order to obtain the
grant, the city must -have a deed to the right of way on the
property, and he recommends that the Regents authorize
delivery of the deed to the City. .
", It was moved by Mrs. Maloof, seconded by Mr. -Horn, that
the Regents approve the right of way and the delivery of
the deed. Carried.
* * * * * *
1.9·8
Mrs. Jourdan stated that it was Faculty Contracts
her underst~nding that the Provost's
office was studying the University's leave policies.
Associate Provost Jones said that they have been carefully
scrutinizing and evaluating leave requests for some time and
that the number of faculty taking leave has dropped from
72 in 1977-78 to 50 in 1979-80. This drop occured in spite
of the increase in number 6f faculty from 927 to 1002.
The Regents expressed concern about granting a one-
semester sabbatical after a faculty member has been on
camrms .only three years following a one-year sabbatical.
They asked that Provost Jones and Dr. Roebuck form a committee
to ldok into the leave policies and to report back to the -
Regents.
It was moved by Dr. Martinez, seconded by Mr. Horn, that
the contracts, leaves, resignations, and retirements, as
presented in the agenda, be approved. Carried.
-------- - ._~--- -_. _..----~-
----- ---, ~ _. -
I. CONTRACTS
A. New Faculty and Coaches, 1979-80
Appt Contract
St.Date Name Title & Dept. Code* FTE Hos. Salary
1/14/80 Reynis, Lee Ann vis Asst Prof of V 067 18 wk 6,000
Economics (PT) ( 100 9 mo lC),500)
1/1/80 Croucl: , Altha -1'1. Lecturer III In V 100 4.5 ~,OOO
Health Eeuc; HPER (9 16,000)
1/1/9,0- Rova, " Breda Asst Prof of V 075 4.5 5,43R1"! •
SATE (PT) ( 100 '9 14,500)
,1/1/80 Huston, Bollis F. Vis Asst Prof of V 100 4.5 8,200
Theatre Arts (9 16,400)
2/1/80 Nathanson, Paul Lecturer II l.n La"T V 100 5 12,500
02 30,000)
. 2/1/80 Eagan, Dehorah L. Instructor in 1 100 5 5,208
Librarianship (12 12,500)
Education: BS (Elen Ed) NHSU 1!)74; HLS Simmons College 1978. Recent
Professional Experience: Vis Instructor and Head, 'Tireman Learning
~aterials Library, urrn 1979; Library Aide, APS 1979; School District
Librarian, Estancia (m-I) Public Schools 197(,-77. Special Interest:
Library instruction, elenent:ary grades.
--::~r'('-- co· 1e:s tl:;~~-:in t-his eolum~":~;;';~~_::;?~~~6:+~~-~;p~ir.t~ent-;~ith"-~p~~ifie
Y02r designated; V~Visiting or Temporary; P=Probationary; T=Tenured;
~=Non-rrnbationary.
I _
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2/11/80 Paniagua, Ernestine lnstructor in 1 100 4.52 4,517
Librar,ianshi p (12 12, 000)
Education: TIll. (Sociology) Broo~1,yn College CUNY 1°78; HLS Drexel Univ
1979. ~ecent piof~ssional Exper0ence: Lihrary and Staff Assistant,
Hedgilr Evers College, Brooklyn FY 1971-79. Specia I Interest: ?rental
health and/or fani1y in an urban setting.
1/7/80 \·!ashburn, James H. Asst Football Coach
1/7/80 Pugh, George Asst Football Coach
1/10/80' HcNahon, Thomas S. Asst Football Coach
100 5.17 19 ,l~02
02 40,000
+SAC: 5,000)
vitCle previously
100 12.61 25,217
02 24,000)
- - -_. _. _._~ ---
10O 6.29 19,643
02 37,500'),
100 13 34,667
02 32,000)
100 12 .• 57 20,418
(12 19,500)
100,12.7 25,391
-
02 24,000)
100 13.43 50,357
02 45,000)
100 12.65 26,359
(12 25,000)
100 12.83 25,652
(12 24,000)
100 6 12,500
(12 25,000)
100 12.83 21,377
(12 20,000)
Asst Football Coach
1
Asst Football Coach
Head Basketball Coach -
(
Asst Football Coach
Rcn0er, Ellsworth
1/2S/PO Magnussen, Max G. nirecto~, Programs P
.1for Ch11dren; Prof of
Psych iatry
Appointment in probationary St2tus and curriculum
rcvic\!cd hy Regents.
12/19/79 Morrison, Joe R. Heae Football Coach
12/22/79 Co~son, Gary W.
1/11/80' NOn-lOOd, Gordon H. Asst Foqtball Coach
Ill/GO Thate, Robert C. Asst Basketball
Coach
1/15/80 Kurucz, Thomas P.
·1/1/80 Dunn, Joseph L.
I
B.. Revised Contracts 1979-80
8/20/79 Bennahum, Judith Lecture~ II in N
Theatre Arts (Dance)(PT)
Revised to shm·' LHOP during Semest'er II.
062 4.5 5,000
1/1/80 Conno~, Lee Lecturer II in N
Theatre Arts (Dance)(PT)
Revised to increase FTE from 062.
083 4.5 f,,476
·--_._--- _._-------
8/20/79 Gonzales-Berry,
Erlinda V.
Revised to correct Tenure
Asst Prof ;f }10dern
& Classical Lang
Code from 1.
4 100 17,000
200
1/1/30 "Hosh.our, Lise Lecturer III in N
Hod &r.lass Lang (PT)
Revised to increase FTE from 025.
1/1/80 LeBlanc, Steven A. Research Asst Prof N
of 1\nt1:ropology
ncvised to reduce FTC from 075.
2/4/80 Lindsay, Lawrence Read Tennis Coach
(Homen's Athletics)(PT)
Revised to re~uce FTC from 050.
075 4 .. 5
050 6
028 17 vlk
4,100
1,477
1/1/30 Hartinez, A. Laura !\sst Prof, of Nursing T 017 4.5 1,%7
T'.ev)_sec1 to shm' early p.1rt-time return fro!"'! previously approved LVOP.
.' 2/!~/80 Sullivan, T!'erese Asst Tennis Coach
(Ponen's AthleticsHP'T')
Revised to increase FTE fron 032. -
05~ I fl \'lk 3,167
=----------- - - ----
8/20/79 Thornbury, Julia M. Instructor 1n 1
Nursing
Revised to sho\-l UlOP 2/20-3/11/80, due to illness.
100 36 \-rk 12,462
8/20/79 TO\-ms~nd, A. Neal Acting Chmn of Dept T
of Art Educ (Sem II);
Assoc Prof of Art Educ
Revised to add Acting Chairmanship and SAC of $500.
100 9 20,650
+SAC: 500
1/1/80 Winslow, Herbert Lecturer II in Music N
(PT)
Revised to increase FTE from 080.
·C. Supplemental Contract 1979-80
l/i/80 Adams, Clinton Acting Director of
University Art Huseum
Supplemental to regular tuelve-month contract.
II. NEU TEHPORARY PART-TIEE FACULTY
088 4.5
4.5 SAC:
4,339
750
Abrams, Joan Hawkins
Baca, 'Robert G.
Instructor 1.n
Guidance & Counseling
Adj Instructor 1n
Public Admin
Sem II
Sem II
,1,100
1,200
201.
Bruhnke, Gerald M.
Cito, Stephen
Clausen, Jane E.
Devor, Eric J.
Dietz, Hary
Espinosa, Henry
Flores, Ralph
Foote, William E.
Frank, Ellen J.
Extension Teacher
(Economics)(EVCRC)
Asst Instructor in
Dental Programs
Extension Teacher
Instructor in Anthropology
Instructor in HPER
Asst Instructor In
Dental PrograIT1s
Extension Teacher
(English) (EVCRC)
Instructor in
Guidance & Counseling
Adj Instructor in Public
Admin; Instructor in Euuc
Foundations
-- -...--- ".- ._---- ~ .---,.--.......-----
Sem II 1,710
Sem II 1,100
Sem IT. 1,002
Sem II 1,400
Sem II 700
Sem II 1,100
Sem II 855
Sem II 1,100
Sem II 2,300
. Gharali-Tafti, 1:.
Kell~, Suedeen K.
Levlis, G\-lenyth
Longdon, Darryl T.
Mena, Hanuel R.
Moore, Bobby R.
Noland, Paul D.
Padilla, Victor
Pazand, Reza
Rodriguez-Mena, Elena
Saks, Ruth E.
Extension Teacher
Adj Instructor in
Public Admin
Asst Instructor i~ HPER
Instructor in HPER
Extension Teacher (Span)
Extension Teacher (Corom
Disorders)
Adj Instructor in
Public Admin
Extension Teacher (HSW)
Lecturer III in Economics
Extension Teacher
Instructor in
Guidance & r.ounseling
Sem II 334
Sem II 1,300
;0---- ....~---
..
Sem II 525
Sem II 1,050
Sem II 855
Sem II 1,002
Sem 1,1 1,200
Sem II 285
Sem II 2,455
Sem II 855
Sem II 1,100
---._.._------
--"-'-------~--
Sanchez, Regina TI.
Simmons, Hal F.
Small, Diane L.
Taerbaum, Jody
Vitale, John S.
Heisman, Elaine
Hhite, David L.
~',!hiteford, Andre", H.
III. -LEAVES
Girgus, Sam R., Chairman of the Department and Associate Professor of
American Studies; at Uln1 since 1975; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 19S0-8~ Semester I, with 2/3 pay,
to continue writing on a manuscript for a book to be entitled The
Pe,·! Covenant: The Je\.;s and the Eyth of America, a study of the
Jewish experience in America as articulated in the Horks of'a broad
range of Jeuish uriters and thinkers.
ninford, Le~is n., Professor of Anthropology; at ur~r since 19~8;
previously on sabbctical 1975-76 Senester II; requests:
Leave Vithout Pay 1"80-8] Semester If Rnd
Sabbatical Leave ]°80-31 Semester II, with 2/3 pay,
to spend a year at the University of Southampton, England,teaching
and helping to establish a laboratory for faunal studies analysis;
to make films for the FBC on Americanist Archaeology, Hhich \"ill be
used for lay and professional audiences in Great Britain; to do
research on faunal remains in British ,sites. Professor Binford is
applying for NSF, Guggenheim and Fulbright monies; in the event he
receives Fulbright' support he will change his leave request to LHOP
for the entire 1980-81 academic year.
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Brody, Jecob J., Professor of Anthropology and Director of Maxwell Museum;
at Ullli since 1962; previously on sabbatical 1973-74 Academic Year;
requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay,
to continue research and write a history of the pictorial arts of
the Pueblos from Basketmaker times through the end of the 19th
century. This study is under contract ,"ith the School 'of American
Research and Hill be publisheo by them, together Hith the UNH Press,
as 'part of ·their series on Southwestern Indian Art. In connection
withhis resc~rch, Professor Brody plans to visit museums including
the Harvard Peabody and the Smithsoni~n Institution •.
Anaya, Rudolfo, Assistant Professor of English; at UNH since 1974; .
previously on UlOP 1978-7(); requests:
Leave Without Pay 1980-Rl Semester I,
to accept a National Endo~~ent for the Arts Writing Fellowship.
Fleming, Robert E., Professor of English; at Ut~! since 1967; previously on
sabbatical 1973-74 Semester II; requests:
sabbatical. Leave 1980-81 Semester I, with full pay,
to complete research and write a monograph on Charles F. Lummis, one
of the first Anglo ,n'iters to attempt to interpret the SouthHest and
its native, Hexican and Spanish-American inhabitants; to examine
Sinclair Le~lis' Kingsblood Royal in the context of Afro-American
novels; and to make a critical comparison of Lel-lis' Hantrap \-lith his
other satirical works of the 1920's.
Hitemeyer, Hugh H., Professor of English; at UN!'! s~nce 1973; previously on
LWOP Iq76-77 Academic Year; requests:
.-Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay,
to begin research for a book on John Ruskin, who is con~id~red the
foremost British social and art critic of the Victoriari era. In
connection \-lith his work, tentatively titled "John Ruskin's
Influence on Nodern Literature," Professot:' Hitemeyer plans to V~Sl.t
the Hum;mities Research Center at the University of Texas in Austin,
and, possibly, the Bri.tish Library in London.
Kern, Robert, Associate Professor of History; at u:nr since 1968;
/~reviously on sabbatical 1976-77 Semester I; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 Semester I, with 2/3 pay,
to study the t\o?O-year period in Europe from the end of the Spanish
'civil war in March I°Jo to the inVAsion pfRussia by Germany in
April 1941. This period is pivotal in terms of the collapse of
_ ~_ ••• ,.~_~~ .~.. .....""~._•••__ ~.,_•• __._,,,..~. __ .-.,__._-. __. ~ -0-. ". _._ -;-- .:, ••• ~ •
political and social Movements ,,,hich have not appeared since. In
connection with this project, Professor Kern plans to work at
libraries in England, Spain and the Netherlands, including the
Internati6nal Institute of Social History in Amsterdam and the
British Museum in London.
-------~----~-_._-----
.,
Porter, Jonathan, Associate Professor of History; at U~~l since 1969;
,previously on sabbatical 1970-77 Academic Year; requests:
" 'Sahbatical Leave 1~80-8l Semest~r I, with 2/3 pay,
'to complete the text of a book-length photographic study of China.
Professor Porter plans to spend five to six weeks in China in the
'summer of 1980 with his father, photographer Eliot Porter, with whom
he will jointly puhlishthe China study.
Coates, Charles K., Associate Professor of Journalism; at um1 since 1972;
no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 19RO-8l Academic Year, with 2/3 pay,
to write a book on broadcast journalism, utilizing the resources of
the Radio and Television News Directors Association, as well as
drmling on his own professionaL and classroom experience; to study
the degree to which the broadcast media are becoming independent of
the print media in news judgments and decisions; and to develop
videotapes for classroom use. In order to conduct his research,
Professor Coates plans to visit radio and television ne,~srooms and
journalism departments in other universities.
Hillerman, Anthony G., Professor of Journalism; at UNH since 1963;
pr~viouslyon sabbatical 1972-73 Academic Year; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 7/1/80 through 12/31/80, with full pay,
to prepare for a return to full-time duty with the Department of
Journalism in the fall of 1q a1; to study current research findings
on the social effects of mass communication: specifically, violent
television programming, role modelling effects of television on '
children~ and possible changes in ethical standards with regard to
the balance between individual rights to privacy and the puhlic
right to information~ In addition, Professor pillerMan plans to
experiment with reporting/writing techniques in the area of crime
and puni.shment. .
Hahn, Liane-<)hin, Professor of i'iathematics and Statistics; at UN}! S1nce
19~8; currently on LWOP; requests:
Leave Without Pay 1980-81 Academic Year,
to continue his research and teaching on the theory of
hyperfunctions at the National Taiwan University in Taipei.
Garcia, F. Chris, Professor of Political Science; at UI~l since 1970; no
previous leave; requests:
4" '.'. '.
¢. .~. .... .;.'
Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 Semester I, with full pay,
to complete a book manuscript "US Politics and Education," and to
complete' the analysis ?ond reporting of an opinion survey on the
political cultures of Fe\-! ~·l.exico'.
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Remmer, Karen L., Assistant Professor of Political Science; at UNM since
1974; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 Academic ~ear, with 2/3 pay,
to co~pl~te a book on the impact of political party competition on
public policy formation in Chile and Argentina during the period
1'890-1930; and to conduct a comparative ,analysis of public policy
formation under exclusionary authoritarian regimes, focusing on the
military governments of Brazil, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay since
1964. In connection with her research, Professor Remmer plans to
utilize the Latin American collections at the University of Texas
and at the Library of Congress.
HcConeghey, Howard, Professor of Art Education; at ~"H since 1973; no
previous leave; requests:
Sabba~ical Leave 1980-81 Semester II and 1981-8i Semester I, with
2/3 pay,
to complete a book manuscript on "Art and Experience;" to spend the
year in Bamberg, Germany, studying German in order to conduct
research in that language, and consulting with scholars in the
disciplines of art education, depth psychology, hermeneutics (the
study of the methodological principles of interpretation) and
philosophy. Professor McCone~hey plans some travel in Europe,
particularly in Greece, to study the roots of western art and
mythology.
Peter,son, Philip A., Assistant Professor of Art Education; at UNN since
1971; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 Semester I, with full pay,
to accept an invitation as a non-paid consultant in the department
of Art and Education, Teachers College, Columbia University~
researching the trairiing of art teachers and evaluating his own
growth as an art teacher. In addition, Professor Peterson plans to
continue his painting under the tutelage of master teacher and
painter Justin Schorr.
Patson, Billy L., Professor of Special Education; at UNH s~nce 1972;, no
previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 Semester I, with full pay,
to develop a course on central nervous system mechanisms underlying
deviant learning processes; to prepare a research proposal on
learriing disabilities in children; and to serve as a
psychoeducational consultant at the New Mexico Speech and Learning
Center. In addition Professor Watson plans to complete four of six
ch~pters of his book, Educational arid Psvchological Assessment of'
Exceptional Children, and to spend one m~nth-in Hermosillo, Hexico,
studying Spanish.
Gross, William A., Dean of the CollegeCof Engineering and Profes~or of
nechanical Engineering; at UNN since _1974; no previous leave; requests:
Leave Hi thou t' Pay 1C)80-fi 1 and 1981-82 Academi c Years,
to start a world wide program supporting renewahle energy
development in developing countries. The program will be funded by
AID and conducted by Volunteers in Technical Assistance (VITA).
---- --- ---- ------- -----
Nuttall, H. Eric, Associat~ Professor of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering;
at UNH since 1974; no previous leave;'t;"equests:
Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 Academic Year, with 2/3 pay,
to prepare for publication' at least three articles in. the area of
,- his' stuciies and 'r'e1search in fossil energy., Professor Nuttall will
. also present;' 1: ...10 papers at.' nati'onal meetings, and travel to visit
'with colleagues in Sweden, Russia, West Germany, Denmark and South~
Africa. ,
Hsu, Y. C., Professor of liechanical Engineering; at uml since ]967;
previously on sabbatical 1973-74 Academic Year; requests:
Sahbatical Leave 1980-8] Academic Year, with 2/3 pay,
to "lork on an Office of Naval Research project entitled "Heat
Checking.in the Contact Zone." In addition, he ,,,iiI write and
suhmit tHO neu grant proposals to the ~lSFas \olell as write and
submit eight papers for publication. Professor Hsu also plans to
supervise one master's thesis and two PhD theses, and to lecture and
present papers at national and international meetings.
Rothrock, Orville'J., Associate Professor of Art; at um1 since 1977; no
previous leave; requests:
Leave Without Pay 1980-81 Academic Year,
to complete his "doctorate at Princeton university.
Ellis, James H., Associate", Professor of Law; at UNH since 1976; no
previous leave; requests:
"Leave Without Pay 1980-81 Academic Year,
to accept an appointment as visiting scholar at the American Bar
,Foundation.
Hart, Frederick M., Professor of Law; at UNM s~nce 196~; no previous
leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 ~emester I, with full pay, and
Leave Without Pay 1980-81 Semester II,
to organize and systematize the editing of the Reporter Digest; to
begin a complete'revision,of the fi~st five volumes; and to prepare
'for publication a chapter on Conmercial Paper. Professor Hart has
also been invited to teach at the University of California School of
Law during the lQSl spring-~emester.
,,\ ~ ~.
I,
Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 Semester I, uith full'pay,
to complete research on the foleof attorneys whp represent mentally
retarded persons; to develop a component for use in the
instructional program; and to research the ability of juries to
follow legal rules constraining their hehavior. Professor
Teitelbaum has applied for an NSF grant to facilitate in-depth
research on this last project.
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Utton, Albert E., Professor of Law; at urn·" since 1962; previously on
sabbatical 19~8-69 Semester II; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1980-81 Semester I, with full pay,
to continue studies on US-Mexican transboundary resource questions,
focusing on water problems as they affect US-Mexican relations and
exploring policy options and alternatives. Professor Utton will
continue to perform his duties as editor-in-chief of the Natural
Resources Journal.
Clark, Alice S., Assistant Dean of the General Library and Associate
Professor of Librarianship; at UNH since 2/1/74; no previous leave;
requests:
Sabbatical Leave 7/1/80 through 12/31/80, with full pay,
to produce a practical manual for academic librarians involved in
handling curriculum materials collections. The manual will address
the library's responsibility for curriculum centers in coordination
Hi th other Iibrary and campus support services and is to' be
published under contract Hith an Eastern press.
Collins, Frank, Associate Professor of Management; at UNl1 S1nce 1974; no
preVIOUS leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 1980~81 Semester I, with full pay,
to complete a study of the motivation to achieve accounting budgets
in the context of 1) a large manufacturing firm in the southHest,
and 2) five nationwide professional managerial organizations.
Professor Collins' thesis is that goal clarity and, more
importantly, role clarity, are significant predictors of -budgetary
motivation. As a result o~ his research, he plans to prepare four
papers for publication.
Guess, George, Assistant Professor of Public Administration; at Uffl1 since
1978; no previous leave; requests:
Leave Without Pay 1980-81 Academic Year,
to ",ork for AID in Hashington, DC, under an IPA appointment.
Schmidt-NoHara, Holfgang 1.,1., Assistant Professor of Nedicine; at UNH S1nce
1974; no previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 7/1/80 through 6/30/81, with 2/3 pay,
to conduct research at the Hontefiore Hospital Sleep/Hake Disorder
Center at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York. The
area of study will be sleep disorders and related abnormalities of
control of breathing.
. I
--_.-- -+--
,',
Tun?" Kenneth S. K., Professor of Pathology;' at UNH ,since 1972; no
previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 8/1/80 through 7/31/R1, with 2/3 pay,
to ~lOrk at' HarvartlHedical School in the Laboratory of Human
Reprodu~tion ~nd ieprodu~~iv~ Bi61~gy conducting re~earch on 1) the
'isolation of an aspernat~genic antizen from guinea pig sperm, 2) the
production of nonoclonal antibodies to guinea pig aspermatogenic
antigen, and 3) the isolation of residual bodies and spermatids from
guinea pig testicular cells, and comparison of their efficiency 1n
- _.__~._-
EAO induction.
_.•.. _._-_._--- _. _. - ----- -.'- ._---~._- -. -
.....
Papile, Lu-Ann, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics; at UNHsince 1972; no
previous leave; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 7/1/30 through 6/30/81, with 2/j pay,
to perform laboratory studies on aniMal model's at the Cardiovascular
Research Institute of the University'of California in San Francisco;
with the aim of learning more about the effects of acidosis and
hypotension on blood floH, particularly the cerebral blood flow of
the asphyxiated preterm infant.
Sabbatical Leave 9/1/80 through 8/31/81, with 2/3 pay,
to continue research on the Juvenile First Offender Program,
specificalli recidivism, the analysis of school grades, and
, ..comparative studies of offender programs in New Mexico. In
addition, Professor Snyder will study discipline in the schools,
including an analysis of corporal punishment and the theqry and
rractice of constructive discipline. If funding,.is available, he
pI ans to visi t fi rst offender programs in Ne\<l Nexico and other
states.
Diveit, Robert T., Associate Professor of Medical Bibliography, Medical
Center Library; at U~~l since 1963; previously on sabbatical 196R-69
Semester II; requests:
Sabbatical Leave 7/1/80 through 6/30/81, with 2/3 pay,
to \'lrite a book on the evolution of medical care among the Hor~ons,
a people who travelled with the American Frontier from its
beginnings in the eastern United States to its disappearance in the
Hest. To facilitate his research, Professor Divett will visit
several libraries thr~ughout the country.
RESIGNATIONSIV. --- ----------
Name
Biblarz, Dora
Billmvitz, Edgar B.
Borthwick, Diana
Cvitanovic, Dinko
----- ----- ----- -
Ti t Ie lit Dept.
Acting Asst Dean; Asst Prof
of Librarianship
Asst Prof of Family, Comm
& Emergency Medicine (PT)
Instructor in Nursing
Professor of Nodern and
Classical Languages
Effective Date
3/7/80
1/31/80
transfer to staff
5/17/80
1/2/80
Hoppenfeld, Morton
Jenkins, Catherine J.
Jiracek, George R.
Katz, Norman W.
Dean of the School of 5/17/80
Architecture & Planning;
Prof of Architecture and Planning
Director, Assoc Degree S/l7/PoO
Nursing Program; Assoc Prof
of Nursing, Gallup Branch
Assoc Prof of Geology 8/15/80
Asst Prof of Psychology 5/17/80
Ortega, Ambrosio
Penn, Janice H.
Workman, Peter L.
V. RETIREHEl','TS
McAlmond, Harris E.
Thomas, Artist J.
Assoc Prof of Educ
Foundations
Instructor 1n Nursing
Professor of Anthropology
Carpentry Supervisor,
Physical Plant
Automotive Mechanic,
Automotive Center
1/1S/80
1/24/80
5/17/80
3/1/80
4/1/80
Addendum to Agenda
----'------'-------- -----------------~
------- --. ---
RECOMMENDATION: That the Regents approve the
following faculty contract.
St .Date Name Title & Dept.
Appt.
Code PTE Mo.
Contract
Salary
9 50,000
(SAC: 5,000)
8/18/80 Scully, Marlan O. Director, Center T 100
for Advanced Studies:
Distinguished Professor
of Physics
See summary of curriculum vitae attached.
-----------
* * * * * *
21.0
It was moved by
Mrs. Maloof, seconded by
Mr. Horn, that the Regents
approve the candidates for
as presented. Carried.
Candidates for Degrees,
Semester~, 1979-80
degrees, Semester I, 1979-80,
------ --
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
COLLEGE OF ARTS ANE SCIENCES
BIICHLOR CF An S
WIlFREDO E AGUILAR -
DENISE Y AKUTAGAWA
MARK TALBERS
MAJOR
JOURNHISM
SOCIOL(G~
POLITICAL SCIENCE
MINOR
POLITICAL SCIENCE
MANAGEtJENT
ENGLISH
VIOLA C ALLEMAND SPAN 1: AI\TH
ROBERT MARYLAND AMBURGEY
EVELYN A/oIIES SWISS
MANUELA HELENA ARAGCN
P£\ULA A ARAGON
ROBERT J ARAGON
DEBRA LEE £\NN BACA
MARJORIE J
c
BACHAND
ROBERT BAKLINI
THERESA A BAROS
KATHRYN MARIE BATTUELLO
MARY TERESA BENZE
JON NICHCLAS BLAUM
MICKIE J BOURGUET
JOHN E BOWLING
DONALD KEr'TH BURLESON
PSYCHOLOGY
FRENCH
COIIMUII CISCRCERS
SPANISH
HISTORY
PSYCHOLOGY
ANTHROFCLCGY
ECOI\O/ncs
PSYCHOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
E I\Gll SH
PSYCt-:ClCGY
SCCIOLCG'I
,ECONOM lOS
PSYCHCLCGY
DISIRIBlTED MINOR
ENGLI SH
SPECIAL ECUCATION
ANTHROPCLGY
POL IT IC ALS CIENCE
HISTORY
MATHEMATICS,
SOCIOLOGY
SOCIAl \;ELFARE
H I STORY
PSYCHOLOGY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
SPANISH
MAI\AGEf'lElll
MANAGHENT
PSYCHCLCGY
AIITHRCj:CLCGY
PCLITICAl SCIENCE
HISTORY
'::.ANN ADELE CADIER
.D£\VID LyNN CAFFERY
DOUGLAiGEdFFREY CAMPBELL
.:fi:HOEBE CARTER
'HAK KEUNG CHAN
HIST (; POL SC
SCCIOLCGY
DISTRIBUTEe MINOR
SPEECH COtJMUNICATICN
SOCIOLOGY
---"-- .._"'--
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
COLLEGE OF ARTS A~C SCIENCES
PACI-ELCR OF ~RTS
DlIVID N CHAVEZ
THOMAS EDWARD CHISM
WILLIAM EDWARD CONTI
DIANE RAYMOND COTTON
SUSAN H CRALL
JAY PATRICK CROWE
MARK K CUMMINGS
MAJOR
POL SC S SP COM
POLITIOAL SCIENCE
Et-GLI SH
At-THRCfOLOGY
PSYCHClOGY
ANTHROPCLOGY
ENGLISH
MINOR
PSYCHOLOGY
PS\,CHOLCG\,
PHILOSOPHY
HISTOR\,
PH IlOSOPHY
HISTOR\,
HISTORY
-:
JAN M DEININGER SPAN S GERMAN MATHE/HTICS
PHILIP RANSOM DEPRIEST
MARCIA ANN DOWNS
JOSE A ESQUIBEL
DIANA MARY FARRELLY
ANDREA LEE FINEHOUT
L AZUCENA FLORES ~RUETA
-LORI L flOYD
DIANE MlIRIE FRESQUEZ
SAUL B FRIEDMAN
GILBERT GLEN GARCIA
PATRICIA GAYNOR
CAROLYN MARIE GETZ
ROBERT S GODSHALL
DENNIS ANDREW GRAHAM
HARVEY C GRAY
SUZANNE GREENBERG
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHGL-CGY
PSYCHCLOG'I'
ECONO~ICS
At-THRCFCLCGY
.. -
PSYCHClCGY
PSYCHOLCGY
HIST, S HGL
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ENGLISH
PSYCH & SP COM
PSYCHOLCG'I'
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ENGLISH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ANTHRCHLOGY'
ENGLISH
SOOIOlOGY
ENGLISH
MANAGEMENT
PSYOHOLCGY
PORTUGUESE
LIBRARY SCIENCE "
ECONOMICS
SPANISH
ART
SOC IOLOGY
HISTORY
ART
HISTOR\,
LINGUISTICS
------------,-------~-'--,---'-'---~,---,
--------
C4NDID4TES FOR DEGRE~S. 1919 F4LL
COLLEGE CF ARTS tNC 5CIENCES
eACHELCR CF ARTS
ERI\ESTO GUTIERREZ
"'.AJOR
ANTHROPOLCGY
MINOR
DISTRIeUTEC MINOR
STEPH4NIE M4RIE H4L4M4
ROCNEY, BILL HAR4DA
TERES4 ANNE HARPER
KEVIN D H4TFIELD
CHERYL MARIE HAYES
DONN4 MARSH4LL H4YS
EMILY RCSEMARY HOARe
JOHNNY WAYNE HODGES
.:P4UL KEV IN HOLU SHA
, MONTGOMERY 4LLAN HUFF
G4RETH 4LBERT HUGHES
RICHARD E INGE.JR
THOMAS E ISSELHARp
JOOY B JCHNSON
WILLIAM LEONARD JOHNSON
SUZANNE E JOSEY
JO ANN KELLEHER
ANN KNIGHT
YADIRA KNOX
AVANELL RUTH LACY
CCMMUN 0 I5CRCERS
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE
SPANISH
ECONOMIC5
peL SC £ ART
At\THRcPCLCGY
GERf'olAN
ECOl\Cf'ol ICS
POLITICAL 5CIENCE
ECONOMICS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PHILOSOPHY
ECONCf'olICS
PSYCHOLOGY
JOURNAlISM
COMMUN DISCRDERS
HISTORY
PSYCHClOGY
SPANISH
ANTH £ PSYCH
PSY~HCLCG'y
ANTHRCPOLGY
PORTUGUESE
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOCIOLCGY
L IeRARY SCIENCE
MATHEf'olHICS
HISTORY
MANAGEMENT
HISTORY
DISIRIeUTED MINOR
PSYCHOLOGY
SPANISH"
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
BIOLOGY
ENGLI SH
SOCIAL WElFARE
ENGLISH
ROSMARIE LANDESBERGER
STEPHANIE LANDRY
GERMAN ENGLISH
ENGLISH POLITICAL SCIENCE
ROBERT RAY LEE JCURNHISM POLITICAL SCIENCE
-_.- ----- ~~----- ._.•. - --
-_.-._----
--_._..----.----~-
-- -------- ----------
CANDICATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
COLLEGE CF ARTS A~[ SCIENCES
BACt'ELCR OF ARTS
;
KENNETH DAVID LEGE
JANETTE lYNELL LESLIE
MANUEL ESPANOlA LOPEl
CHRISTOPHER ERNEST LOVE
ARTHUR ROBERT LUCERO
LEONORA MANNING
MAJOR
JOURNHISI-'
JOURNHISM
PCLITICAL SCIENCE
A.t\'THRCFCLCGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE
POLITICAL SCIENCE
MINOR
SPEECt' COMMUNICATICt\'
SPEECh COMMLNICATION
PSYCHCLCGY
JOURNAL lSI-'.
HISTORY
MHAGEMENT
POLITICAL SCIENCEDAVID BRUCE MARTIN
C~NTHIA MARTI~EZ SALA~AR
ELVIRA M MARTINEZ
sec
SPANISH
I: PSYCH
ECONOMICS
SCCIAl HLFARE
PORTUGUESE
;LOUELLEN N MARTINEZ
MARY CARCL MATHESON
ARTHUR THOMAS MATTE
SCC IOLOO
HISTORY
SPEECt' CCMMUNICATION
HI STOR Y.
PCLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
ELIZABETH RANDEL MATTHEWS HIST G PSYCH MU SIC
SCLYNDIA HAGG MCA~EES
KATHRYN 0 MCKENNA
CHRIS G MCMAHAN
ALEXIS MCNAUGHTON
LAURIE ANN MOGFORD
WILLIAM ROBERT NEAL
YVONNE MARIA OLSON
01 ANA K PACHECO
EUGENE JOSEPH PATTERSON
JOANN PAUSEWANG
PHILLIP HOWARD PAYNE
SPEECH CCMMUNICATION
JCURN H r SM
PCLITICAL SCIENCE
ECONOMICS
INTDSP I: ANTH
PSYCHClCGY
PSYCHLCGY
SPEECH CCMMUNICATION
HISTOln
JOURNAliSM
POLITICAL SCIENCE
HISTORY
HISTORY
FRENCH
SOCIOLOGY
PHILOSOPHY
AtJERICA~ STUDIES
POLITICAL SCIENCE
C4NDI04TES FOR DEGREES. 1979 F4LL
COLLEGE CF ARTS ~~[ ~CIENCES
EACHELCR OF ARTS
JILL L PETERSCN
JOHN L PETERSON
MAJeR
HCME ECli'~Cf'!ICS
GECGR4FH'I
MINOR
PSYCHOLOGY
MATHEfoIATICS
PCLITICAL SCIENCEDEBORAH SUZAN~E PHILLIPS
JONATH4N 0 PICARD SGC e fREtiCH
GECGRAPHY
SOCIOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY
BARBARA ANNE PRINGLE
.'
CLEON FENTON RICHARDS
T DAVID RIGGLEMAN
WILLIAM GERARt ROBERTSON
PHYLLIS ANN ROGERS
',DAVID J ROMERO
ARTHUR KARL II ROTH
MICHAEL EDW4RD ROY
PAUL GERALD RCYBAL
CHRISTr~A DOLORES, RUIZ ESPARZA
TERESA C S4NTISTEVAN
SOC IOLCGY
PSYCHGLCG\'
HISTeRY
JCURNAlISI!
E\tiGL ISH
POLITICAL SCIENCE
ECCtiCMICS
HISTCR'I
PSYCHOLOGY
PCl SC e LAT AM
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLCGY
.\ ._.,
SCCIOLCGY
EtiGlISH
AHHROPGLGY
SOCIOLCGY
MANAGEMENl
ECOOf"ICS
SPANISH
YOLANDA ANN SARASON
MICHAEL L S4RGENT
JOHN BEEKMAN SCHAEFFER
MARK WILLIAM A SCHREYER
CHRISTINE M SCHUPBACH
MI~NA WELLBORN SELLERS
~UTH ELAINE SENTER
CHARLES ~ SHELDON
DEBRA ANN SHOEMAKER
PS'YCHOLCGY OISlRleUJED MINOR
, - :~:~
ECCtiOf'!IC~ M4lHEMAliCS
LATIN AI!ERICAN STUDIE SPANISH
ART MATHEMATICS
CHEMISIRY PSYCHOLOGY
A~THRCFCLCGY SPANISH
HCf"E EC(~(~ICS SICLOGY
ANTHRCFOlCGY BIOLOGY
COMI!U~ DISCRDERS SPECIAL ECUC4TION
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
COLLEGE OF ARTS A~C SCIENCES
EACHLOR OF ARTS
MAJOR MINOR
ROBERT MOORE SPIEGEL
PATRICIA ANN STARK
E~GLISH PHILOSOP~~
SPAN I: E/\GL
MARSHA ROBINSCN STARR
WILLIAM HUGH STEINBERG
JENNIFER L ~TOTTS
COLLEEN RUTH STROHM
BARBARA ELIZAEETH THAYER
MAR~ L THOMPSON
BARBARA R TOFT
AMES TRENCH
MARIT SHEARD TULLY
BARBARA ANN VALDEZ
PATRICIA LATHR WAINWRIGHT
KATHLEEN MARY WAI.,5H
MARK L WESSELMAN
MARK fRANCIS WEST
NORMA JEAN WILKES
PRISCILLA WILSON
MISTIE ANTOINETTE WITT
LUCILLE ZAPPIA BRYANT
MARTIN IRA 11MBEROFF
PSYCHCLCGY
SPEECP CC~~UNICATICN
PS~CHCLCGY
ENGLI SH
HC~E ECO"O~ICS
CCtlfoI.U/\ C I SCRDERS
CCMMUN DISCRDERS
. ;.'
;.i:ECONOfolICS
ENGLISH
ECCNoncs,
GEOGRAPHY
CHI'I SlR~
PCLITICAL SCIENCE
SOC IOLOGY
AI\THRCFCLCGY
JCURN~lI SM
FRENCH
JOURf\ I: SF COM
SPANISH
GECGRAPH~
SPEEC~ CCMMUNICATION
Af\THRlJPCLGY
SOCIAL \IELFARE
SPECIAL EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
POLITICAL SCIENCE.
ENGLIS~
HISTORY
POLITICAL SilENCE
AMERICAN STUDIES
MAThEMATICS
MANAGEMENT
PSYCHOLOGY
GEOGRAPHY
MANAGf/JENT
ENGLI SH
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, 197<:1 FAll
P.AC~EL(R OF SCIENCE
CHRISTINE J ABBOTT
DEBRA A~N ANDERSON
PA~ELA A APODACA
CRISTI~A VICTORIA BEATO
SHIRLEY A ~ERGOUIST
~ItHARD CALE BOLTON
MAJOR.
8IOLOG'I
~ATHE~HICS
BIOLOGY
BICLGG'I
MATHEfJ:ATICS :;:--
MINOR
Cl-iEMIS1f<Y
ECOt\OM ICS
..,
CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY.
MAt\AGE/IENT
DANIELJ BURKE BICLOG'I CHE~ISTRY
, ~AROL ANN CANDELARIA
JAMES LAWRENCE III. tOONEY
.JAMES II CRAFT
SANDRA JO' DOUGHTON
FRENCH l: BIOL
PSYCHOLOGY
CHM l: JCURN
MUS IC
BIClOGY
MEGAN MIRANDA FLORENCE
'PAUL EDGAR GESNER
MAY GOL!=ENBERG
BARRY EDMUND GORDON
JAHY GUTHRIE
BIOlOG'I MATHEMATICS
BIGLOGY PSYCHClCGY
BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY
PSYCH l: BlOl
BIOLOG'I HISTORY
DAVID LILBURN HOMAN
JEFFERY E HOUOHARD
JOHN A HURLEY
GLEN EUGENE KELLOGG
YVON JOEY LEFEBURE
MARY JEANNE LEHMAN
TERI ANN LONGACRE
PAULETTE ARNOLD LYLE
GEOLOGY
MATHEMHICS
M'ATI-'E~AT1CS
CI-iEMISTRY
PSYCHCLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
CHMISIRY
MATHEMATI CS
.~
PHYSIC§
CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS
BIOLOGY
,
ANTHROPOlGY
CHHIS1l<Y
MATJi EMA TIC S
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1919 FALL
EACHELCR OF SCIENCE
LELAND RAYMOND MAEZ
DOUGLAS ROBERT MAYWARD
AUGUST III MERZ
RICHARD C OLGUIN
SALLY l SOLLARS PAUSTIAN
HELEN M PHILPOT
MARY LEE PROPPS
MIOHAEL WARRE~ PUTNAM
MICHAEL LEE RANSOM
cRONALD FOSTER SEATON
SUSAN MARY SELUGA
STEVEN ASHLEY SNOW
CHING LAN ANNA TONG
ANN MARIE UECKER,
SYLVIA R VERTREES
MARK ANDREW VICKERS
PATRICIA EVE WEAKLEY
JAMES D WHITFIELD
KATHLEEN WIGGANS
LINDA NICHOLSCN lINTAK
MAJOR
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
GEOLOGY
MATHEMtTIC$
PSYCHClOCY
BIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
GEOLOGY
t HON
MlITHHtTTCS
BIOLon
CI-EMISlFY
PSYCHClOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
BIOLOGY
CHMI SHY
B JOLOn
PHYSICS
MATHEMATICS
PSYCHGlOG'l' -
MINOR
CHMISTl<Y
CH~ I STR'Y
DISTRIBUTED MTNOR
_HISTORY
BIOLOGY
CHE~ISHY
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
DISTRIBUTED MINOR
CHEM I STRY
CHEMISHY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
MATHEI"AlICS
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
CHEMISTRY
MATHEMATICS
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
THE ROBERT C. ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
E~CHEl£R Of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MAJOR
LEONARD L JR APODACA GENL /lGT ICONCTNI
~----~---_..:._- ----.-';:- --,'--'~-~---~~-
---- ------ --- -~ ---
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES.~lglS FALL
THE ROEERT C. ANCEF~CN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
EACt-;ELCR OF EUSINESS ADMIN.ISTRATIOt\
MAJOR
218
PASOUAL L AYALA
ROBERT ABACA
MARK WILLIAM BADENHOP
SHEREE ~NN BLAOKBUR~
DOUG R BCBERG
BRENDA GAYLE CARY
BETTY ANN CHAVEl
STEPHEN P COOK
WAYNE KENNETH COWLES
',KIRK SHANE COYNE
WILLIAM CUNNIt\GHAM
SANDRA SUE DAWSON
B MAUREEN DEL GROSSO
PETER J 01 GANGI.
KENNETH LYLE DICKINSON
DENISE M DIETRICH
CHRISTOPHER M FALCO
CATHERINE E FISHER
LEE G FRICK
TIMOTHY LEE GARCIA
BETSY ANN GARST
KIM GERt-;ART
KENT S GHAHREMANI
SANDRA JEAN GLINSKI
MKTG MfT (COHTN)
ACCTG (CCNCTNl
MKTG MGT (CONCTNl
GENL MGT (CON(TN)
MKTG MGT (CONCTNI
HCTG (CCNCTN)
ACeTG ICCt\CTN)
ACGTG (CC1\(TN)
HUMAN FES MGT (CONCTN
A(CIG (CCNCTN)
FIN MGT (CCNON)
GENL MGT (CONCINI
INTl MGT (CO~CTN)
fIN MGT ICCNCTNI
I'I_Gl SC I (CCNCTNI
ACGTG (CCMTN)
ACCTG (CCNCT~)
MGT IN'FC S)S (CONCTNI
~KTG MGl (CONCINI
GENL MGT (CO~CTN)
FIN MGT (CCNONl
MKTG MGT JCONCINI
FIN' MGT (CCNCTNI
MKTG MGT (CONCTN)
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1975 FALL
THE RCEERT C. A~(ERS(N SCHOOL OF MAN~GEME~T
EACHELCR OF eUSINESS ADMINISTRATIO~
MAJOR
PATRACIA ANNE GOETTSCHE
STEPHEN SEARLE GOLDMAN
ETI-'AN F GOODMAN
DAVID MAX GREENBERG
STEVEN ALLEN GRIEGO
RoeERT RICH HARVEY
DIANA LEE HERRON
JAMES RAY HESS'
DAVID L HINCHEY
;SUSAN CHRISTIf\E HOEFT
&\ BARTON HAROLD HUNT
JOHN SAMUEL JCHNSON
BRIAN JOEL KILCUP
KIMBERL~ VIRGINI~ KINIFICK
DAVID JOHN KLABUNDE
ELLEN HAHN KOSECKI
MARK S KOSKOVICH
FRIEDERICK CTTO KOWELL
JAMES MARTIN KREUCH
KAY ANN LANGLEY
JIMMIE JOSEPH LOCKLIN
C.JEANNE LONG
KEITH DAVID MAIO
DANIEL E MARTINEZ
GENL ~GT ((O~CTNI
ACCTG (CCNON I
ACCH (CC!\CH I
GEf\L Hl (CO~ClNl
F If\ MGT (CCNCTNl
ACClG (C(!\CHI
MGl SCI (CCNClNI
ACCTG (CCf\ClN I
~KlG /'0 (CO~CTNl
GENL HT (COHTNI
GEf\L MGT (CO~CTNl
HUr'AN FE ~ /lGT (CONCTN
GENl HT (CONCTNI
MKTG IIGl ((Of\CTNl
ACClG (CCNCHd
ACCTG (CCHTf\ I
MKTG /'GT (COf\CTNl
ACCTG (CCIiCTN l
HCTG (CCNCTNl
HUMAN FE~ /'GT ICONCTN
FIIi MGT (CCNCTNl
AC(;TG (CUCHO
FI~ MGT' (CCNCTNl
ACCTG (CCNCH)
._-------------'--~-~-_.__.__ ._--- -------'---
---- - -------------
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
THE R[BERT C. AN CERSCN SCHOOL O.F .,MANAGEI'EI\T
BACrELCR OF BUS1NESSADMINISTRATION
"
M~J[R
MICHELLE M M~TTEUCCI
JOHN E MIllER
MITCHELL K MOCNEY
LANELL E MCREHOUSE
CHRIS ALAN NORDLING
JOAN ELLYN PLISCH
JONI LYNN POMPEO
FRANCES C PRIETO'
LANCE JAMES EvEN ROTH
"STEVEN L SALLEE
TERRY ANN SARGENT
LOUIS GENE JR SASSO
EM.ILY SCHNEIDER
SUSAN CARR SCrOLTl
ARNOLD DOUGLAS SELLS
GARY SCCTT SMITH
GARY VINCENT SPINDLER
STEVE PAUL STAVROS
BRADLEY SCOTT SUMPTION
CHRISTOPHER W THOMAS
MICHAEL A TRUJILLO
MICHAEL RAY TUTTLE
RAYMCND R. URIARTE
CHARL ES D .. EllS
FIf\ MGl (CCNCTNI
GENL I'GT(CONCTN)
GENL MGT (CONCTNI
"KTG MGT (COf\CTNI
GENl MGT (CONCTNI
ACCTG (CCt'<CTNI
MKTG rGT (CONCTNI
F IN MGT ICCNCTNI
GENL MGT JCONCTN)
ACCTG (C[NCTfO
MKTG I'GT .(CONCTN)
F IN MGT (CCNCTN)
GENL ~GT (CONCTNI
ACCTG (CCNCTtd
ACCTG (C(NCTN)
GENL MGT .(CONCTN)
A(CTG ((CHTN I
ACpG (C[NCTN I
F It'< MGT (C[NON)
ACCTG (C[N(TN)
ACC TG E GfI. MGT _
MKTG MGT (CONCTNI
F I f\ "MGT (CCNCTNI
HUMAN FES I'GT (CONCTN
CA~DIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1975 FALL
THE ~OPERT U. ANCEPSCN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
BACHELCR OF BUSINESS AOMINISTRATIC~"
M.<lJCR
AUCREY ANNE WHITE
JAMES WICKEMEYER
CLIFFORD ALLEN WINTRODE
ACCTG I(CNCTN)
HUMA~ FES ~GT (CONCTN
ACCTG ICCNCTNI
COLLEGE OF ECUCA1ICN
BACPELCR OF .<lRTS IN EDUCATION
MAJOR MINOR
1
aURR IIC
WILLIAM W BAUMAN.JR
SPO ED
CHRISTOPHER O"BRIGMAN
ART ED
SUZANNE ELIZABETH BUTCHER
SEC EO
LESLIE ROBIN CONLEAVY
ART ED
ARTHUR THOMAS GONZALES
SEC ED
THCMAS M HOOPER
SEC EO
MICHAEL THOMAS JUAREZ
SPCEO
GEORGE JOHN LANE
SEC ED
VICKIE C MADRID
SEC ED
WANCA JEAN MANZANARES
ART EO
JULIA BETH MARTIN··
ART EO
CARCLYN COWENS
AR T EO
MARIA INEZ PACILLA
SEC ED
KEVI~ A ROCGERS
SEC ED
CATHERINE RUTHERFORD
AR T ED .
AGNES P SANCHEZ
SPC EO
ROSEMARY .<lNN STETZ
SPC ED
JERRY MILTCN STOUT
SPC ED
SPECI.<lL ECUCATION
.<lPT ECUOTJON
TESCL
ART HUCH ION
COMMUN .<lR1S COMPOSITE
PSVCHCLCO
SPECIAL ECUCATION
ElLING £ SFAN
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ART ECUC H ION
.<lRT EI:UC/lT 101\
APT EeUOT ION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SCCIAl STlCIES COMP
ART HUCAT ION
SPECIAL ECUC.<lTION
SPECI.<ll ECUC.<lTION
SPECIAL ECUCATION
P SYCHCLCGY
SP.<lNISH
SOCIOLCG'1
RECREA1 HJ~
TESCL
BUSINESS EDUCA1ION
TESCL
HGlISH
EARLY CPILCHOOC ED
PSYCHClCG'1
- - -----~-- ---,--------.--_----:--- ---,...,.-----
CA~DIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
COLLEGE CF EDUCATICN
eACHELCR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
222
RACHEL TORREZ
SPC ED
ANNE JEANNETTE UDALL
SEC ED
MINOR
,.
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SCCIAL STUDIES COMP
e'C~EL~R CF AFTS IN RECREATION
CURRIC
KATHLEEN CECELIA BASLER.
RECREA
TI~OTHY .JAMES BOLTER
RECRE/l
KATHLEEN JOHNSON
RECilEA
LESLIE N MERKER
RECREA
.ALANA GAYE PURL ING
RECREA
GARY J SEGURA
RECREA
CLORIS ANN STEWART
RECRE A
MAJOR
RECREATICN
RECRE A.lIeN
RECREHIU
RECREATICN
RECREAT ICN
RECREATHN
RECRE.IICN
MINOR CUPRIC
EAC~EL(R CF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
MAJCR MINOR CURRIC
GREGORY ROBERT ANDERSON
SEC ED
LILLIAN ROSE ARMIJO
EL ED
CONNIE JOANNE RACA
EL ED
SUSAN DIANE BALDWI~
EL ED
DEBRA MARIE BARNSLEY
EL ED
MARY JO BECK
SEC ED
Ll ANA L BLCCK
EL EO
SYLVIA H BOURN
EL EO
LYNN DEE CZAPSKI
SEC EO
MATHEMATICS
ELEMENTAR~ EDUCATION
E1EMENTAR~ EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ElEMENTARY EDUCATION
BUSINESS EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
ELE~ENTAFY EDUCATION
BUSINESS EIUCATION
BIOLOGY
SPECIAL ECUCATION
EARLY C~ILDHOOD EO
EARLY CHILDHOOD EO
SPECIAL EDUCATICN
READING IN SEC SCHLS
SPECIAL ECUCATION
SOC lOLCGY
SCCICLCG~
CANOl DATES FOR DEGREES. l';)7S FAlL
EACHELCR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
MAJOR MINOR CURRIC
PA~ELA ELIZABETH oETORIE
EL ED
DEERA ANN' DILCRENZO
EL ED
SHIRLEY DONATELLI
EL ED
JANET 0 DUFFEY
EL ED
ESMERALDA R FRAGA
EL ED
CYNTHIA DORWI~ FRANK
SE CEO
CAROLYN JEAN HINKEN
SEC ED
CAROL LYNN HOGSETT
SEC ED
LOIS HARRISON JENNINGS
SE C ED
DEBRA JOYCE JCJOLA
EL ED
ALTHEA ~ARIE JONES
EL ED
JOSE A LOPEZ
SEC ED
LINDA SUE' foIAHAN
EL ED
LORRAINE V MARTIN~Z
EL ED
MYRNA MEDINA
EL ED
JOHN LAWRENCE MIERA
EL ED
CATHERINE R MONDRAGCN
EL ED
MARILYN PAULI~E MONTANO
El ED
JAN M ORR
SEC EO
ROSEMARY M PACILLA
El ED
MAEEL CLARA PENN
EL ED
4RLENE PERE4
EL ED
EVA PLATERO
EL EO
RO~NIE G REISDORF
EL ED
E~EMENTARY EOUCATION
ELEMENTARJ EDUCATION
ELEfoiENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
EUSINESS EDUCATION
LIFE SCIENCE COMPOS
BUSINESS EDUCATION
LIFE SCIENCE COMPOS
ELE~ENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUC4TION
MATHHAlICS
ELE~E~lARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ElEME~TARJ EDUCATION
ELEfoiENTARY EDUCATION
ElEMEN1ARY EDUCATION
ELEMEN1ARY EDUCATION
BUSINESS EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
BILINGLAL ECUCATION
LI ERARY SC IENCE
HGLISF
EARLY CFILDHOdo ED
ENH ISH
PHY SICS
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
MU SIC' EOU CATI 0 N
SPEC~AL ECUCATION
SCIENCE C(~PCSI1E
. HCH ECCHM ICS
SOCIOLOGY
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
ENGLISH
EARLY CfILOHOOo EO
PSYCHCLCGY
~~.. >"--';':'."-:':'-'---"
'.-,'''''
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, 1~79 FALL
eAC~EL~R OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
MAJOR MINOR CURRIC
SUSAN ELAINE RIHS
EL ED
CATHY MARIE S~NCHEZ
SEC ED '
BC~NIE LUCILLE SERNJ
SEC ED,
NANCY L. STANLEY
SEC ED
WENDY LYNN STEEL
EL ED
PATRICIA GAIL SUTTCI\
EL ED
LUCIllE TENOR 10
EL ED
KAREN L TOLLIVER'
EL ED
GERTRUDE MARCIA TRUJILLO
EL ED
.'.NANCY M WHALEY
SEC ED
ELEMENTAR) ECUCATION
BUSINESS ECUCATION
BUSINESS ECUCATION
BUSINESS ECUCATION
ELEMENTAR) ECUCATIGN'
ELEMENTAR) ECUCATICN
ELEMEN1AR) EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
EUSINESS ECUCATION
EARLY CrILD~GCD ED
PSYCHCLOG)
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
ENGLI SH
SPECIAL ECUCATION
EARLY CHILCHOCD EO
PHYSIDAL EDLCAlION
P SYCHGLOG)
SPECIAL EDUCATION
HCfJE ECCHM lOS
EACHELDR OF SC.IENCE IN HEALTH EDUCATICN
PEARL LINDSTROM
H ED
M~JOfl
HEALTH ECUCATION
MINOR
HOME ECOt\CM ICS
CURRIC
'EACHLeR CF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONCM'ICS
JOYCE E.MURPHY DEWILDE
HOME EC
..
MAJOR
D rETET ICS
MINOR CURRIC
BACHELOR ·OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONCMICS EDUCATION
MAJOR MINOR CURRIC
'JANET BOWMAN KELLOGG
H EC ED
EMMA J CARROLL
H EC ED
VI CKY T CAST I LLG
H EC ED
HOfJE ECCI\ EDUCATION
HOME ECOI\ EDUCATION
HOME ECON EDUCATION
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
SOCIAL SlLDIES COMP
BUSINESS EDUCATION
~-- -- -------
.---- ----.---~._-----------_.---------------~--
CANDICATES FOR CEGREES. 1979 FALL
BAC~ELCR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
MAJOR MINOR CURRIe
CAROL D TtlFOY4
H EC ED
H(~E EC(N EDUCATION SOCIAt STUrrIES CO~P
GARY A BAUOINC
SEC EO
EDwIN A BRYCE
SEC ED
LANE 0 HARWELL
SEC ED
PHILIP ELLIOTT KAYE
SEC EO
LARRY AllEN LET HEM
SEC EO
(SUSAN JEAN VANATTA
SEC ED
MICHAEL GEORGE WATSON
SEC EO
WAULEY JCE WOCDWARD
SEC ED
EACHELCR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRItL EOUCATION
"".AJOR MINOR
INCUSTR I tt EOUCATI ON
INDUSTRItL ECUCATION
nOUSHIfL EOUCATION
INOUSTRIH EOUCATION
INDlSIR IAL ECUCATI ON
INOUSl~ItL EOUCATION
INOUS1~ItL ECVCATION
INDUSTRItL EOVCATION
8ACHEl.CR OF 'SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CURRIC
MONTY CLARK CARRICO
P E
LARRY GLENN DILLOW
P E
TILLIE V GUTIERREZ
P E
LOUISE OUNTZ HAIRE
P E
KEAH DENISE EVANS SIMMONS
P E
AI/EllA,.. TAPIA
P E
MAJOR MINOR CURRIC
PHYSICtL EWCATION BHLOGY
Pl-'YSIC H HUCATION PSYCHOLOGY
PHYSICll HUCATION HEAtH ECLCATlCN
PHYSIClL ECUCATION HOE ECCt-CM IeS
Pl-'Y SI ( t l E[UCATlON HEALTH ECUCATlCN
PHYSlCll HUCATION HEAL H- ECVC AlI CN
._._.~------------_._-_._---'----
CA~CIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
COLLEGE OF E~GI~EEFI~G
EACHELCR CF E~(INEERING
STEPHEN CANNO~
ROBERT BRUCE FARR
BOBBY JlSTTCE
ROBERT AllEN KENT
LARRY LEE LEONARD
JEFFREY EUGENE ~ELSCN
JAMES CL1NTON NEWELL
SARA KAY SHELl.Y
DONA CAY STONE
,OZRA TCOTOONCHI
DAVID LEE WEBSTER
EACHELCR CF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERI~G
HASSAN J AFSHAR
JOHN MICHAEL BERNIER
LENITA JANE BLACK
KAREN L BOARDMAN
SUSAN ANN CHAVEZ
DANIEL MARK FRIEBER(
DEBORA JEANINE HAMBERG
SHlJICHI I-IKIDA
ABBAS JABERANSARI
PATRICK DANIEL JCHNSON
"-11.. '2' ..-;~., f.
-'-----------------_._--
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FAll
EaC~EL(R OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERI~G
ME~DI KHAIRANDISH
KAREN JEaN 0 K01IMKG
ROBERT J(NATHAN LUCEY
BEHROOZ M~HMOUDIFAR
LEONARD PAUL ~ALKIN
PETER F ~CDONALD
STEVE T RU IZ
BLAKE THOMAS ~ILSON
EAC~ElOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
KAREN S BURNS
STEVEN DEAN GODFREY
JA~ES CHRISTOPHER,HANDLEY
FRANK T KAPURANIS
MICHAEL ~NAMDI NWOKELO
ERICK L SEELINGER
EACHLCR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTING {; I"FCR~ATION
MALCOM DOUGLAS HUDSON
STEPHEN EyRE MEYERS
JA~ES OJ IJORRISON
KI IJ ALAN SNYDER
------ ---------
------- _. _.-.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1919 FALL
BAChELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL EN~I~EERI~G
JOHN FRANKLIN ACAMS
LUIS ENRIQUE ARMIJO
WILLIAM P JR BARRETT
J STEPHEN BAU~GART
DAVID P BELLOWS
WA~NE EDhARD BOWSER
JOHN MARTIN BREWER
ROEERT LYLE BPOUGHTCN
DOUGLAS EDWARC CHENEY
:DENNIS EUGENE CRUNKILTON
DONALD BRUCE ELLSWORTH
RON LEE FELDMAN
LANCE ALFRED hANSEN
01 AN" L KADLEC
DANIEL FREDERICK KUTZ
ROBERT FELIX LOPEZ
PAUL JAY MILLER
TERRY ALLEN MILLER
MARK ALEXEI MellO
LUIS ALBERTO ~OSCOSG
CRAIG WILLI"M MOULTON
CHARLES NDAMBUKI MUTUNGA
AlBERT A ROMERO
ALEJANDRO VICTORIa RUBIN
,
\
•.~1128····
40,'
r)J
'
09f(,,'1¥
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, 1975 FALL
EAChELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL E~GI~EERI~G
ROBERT CRUMBAUGH
JAMES, SIPOS
JAMES D wHITFIELD
EAChELCR Of SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL E~GI~EERING
DAVIe A BAILEY
KENNETH ALLE~ BOOKER
CHRISTOPHER SHANN BYRD
>CHUNG MIN CHANG
BRENT DAVID CROwDER
JAMES F DEMPSEY
SAMUEL JED FLETCHER
BRUCE L HUNT
WILLIAM L Ji JENKINS
JOHN G KOElBEl
MICHAEL RAY LANGE
MARK A MONTOYA
STEVE P NEEDL ER
MANUEL G JR OLIVAS
RONALD JOHN SCHMALTZ
MICHAEL KEITH SEwARD
WESLEY T WHITlEY
-_.__ ._._--------',_._-------- -
----_._----
CA~DIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FAll
COLLEGE CF FINE ~RTS
eAC~ElCR CF ARTS IN FINE ARTS
MAJOR
230
THCMAS J JR BOLLING
DAVID SCHELL
MELITA ARLA CLARK
BRUCE HAROLD CLINE
DOLORES JEAN COULSON
P AlR I CI A 0 AVI S
DAVID JOHN DEGRAZIC
TERRI LYNN GIEBS
MICHAEL GERARD GUTIERREZ
LESLIE ANN IDLE
MARY MARGARET KOPONEN
MARK NOL·AN
MICHAEL WAYNE PIERSON
PATRI01A LYNNE SA~IGNAC
MARY CHENEY S~OANE
SUSAN D WHITE
KATHR¥N ELLEN CALKINS
,ANA M CHAV EZ
DEBORAH ANNE COLE
MARCIA C COLLINS
WAYNE DOUGLAS GOODNIGHT
ART STUDIC
ART STUDIC
ART'STliCIC
HT STUD 10
ART SnDW
ART SlL'D 10
ART STUCJC
An SHD 10
ART STUDIO
ART STlOIC
ART SHOIO
ART STlDIC
APT Sll'DIO / ART HISTORY
ART STUClC
ART STUDIC
ART SHTW
BACHELCR OF FINE ARTS
MAJOR
ART STlCIO
ART STUCIC
ART STUD W
ART STUCIC
THEATRE ~RTS
"
·lJ·314· .
CA~DIDATES FOR DEGREES. 197~ FALL
EACHELOR· CF FI~E ~RTS
MAJOR
KATHLEE~ ANN GRAHAM
ALIX 8 MICHEL
DENNIS L PALACIOS
. JUDITH ANN RCLLINSCN
ROBERT OLIVER WARE
DANIEL S BIRNS
KRIS PATRICK JONES
H I'IKKEl KELLY
EDWARD FREDERICK MCOOWELL
SYLVIA IRENE LEVERICH SCALF
WILLIAM JARED WALKER
MABEL BUNKI W BECKER
ROBERT ALLAN HASTINGS.JR
JUAN FERNANDO DRTEGA
PATRICIA REY PIERSON
CAROLYN IRENE SANDERS
WILLIAM JARED WALKER
THArRE ARTS
ART STUCIC
AIlT STlCIO
ART STUCIC
ART SHeIO
EACHELCR Cf ~lSIC
toIAJCR
MUSIC
MUSIC
MUS I.C
MUSIC
MUSIC
MUSIC
EACHELOR CF ~lSIC EOUCATION
MAJOR
MUSIC HlJC H ICN
MUSIC EClcn ICN
,",USIC HUCHION
I'USIC ECUCHICN
MUSIC EClC AT ION
tJlJSIC HlCHICN
I.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, 1979 FALL
SCHOOL OF LAII
JlJR IS DOCTeR
PATRICIA ANN GANDERT
ANGELA BELAINE JUZA~G
M~RGARET LEIDLER
BEN ALLAN LDNGWILL
CLARE ELIZABETH MANCINI
RICHARD LAWRE~CE PUGLISI
FRANK L SPRING
SCHC CL 0 F ~I,E CI CH E -
DOCTOR OF ~ECICINE
GEORGE A BERNeT,III
THOMAS,R GOLDSMITH
ROBERTO LEROY SANDOVAL
COLLEGE CF NURSING 0
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
MARCIA MARIA ALBAN
L ElLENE BADER
l\N~ WALKER BIRD
EM~ALINE A. BIZARDI
STEPHANIE ANN CARTER
RENEE MARIE GANNON
DEBORAH LOUISE J GOZA
MARY L HOOEE
---- --------------
-- ------.----_._------
CANDICATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
COLLEGE (F NURSING
EACHEL£R' CF SCIENCE IN NURSING
THOMAS J KOWELL
CHARLOTTE CHRISTY LEE
MYRA FERN MCLCENHAUER
LEII liNN POWERS
PHYlLIS II. SELLS
MA RLA D SP ENC ER
TURID HATLEN STOVRING
MlIUREEN ELLEN WEIDNER
COLLEGE (F PHARII~C~
EACHELCR OF SCIENCE IN DENTAL HYGIENE
ROEIN K ~ILDRETH
ELIZABETH ANNE MC~lIHON
EACHEllR CF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY
STANLEY EARTH
LORI SIU JEAN CHING
SYLVIA ~ARIA TRUJILLO
GRACUATE FROGRAIIS
DCClCR OF ECUCAIICN
/I AJOR .
DALE LEAVESLEY ~ELADA
EUGENIA P "'IllER
CURRIC.i; It-STR
CURRIC i; ·It\SlR
---------~------ ---------------
CANDICATES FOR DEGREES. 197~ FAll
ECUCATICN SPECI~LIST
LEROY ALEXANDER BAROS
PAUL GILEERTO
RUEEN PAUL LOPEl
HELEN FRANCES MCCONNEL
ROBERTO NAVA
BOEBY EARL RICHA~DSCN
DANA BETH ANDERSON
ROBERT R ANDREWS
GLORIA e BAHA~ON
JACKLYN BEATRICE S BARTLETT
CONSOLATA BEECHER,
JOHN BERNARD EERRY
VERONICA CLARE M BLEVINS
MARK ALEXANDER BOSHKO
MARY KAREN BRACKEN
VELMA L YOUNG BULLOCK
JACK LYNN CARGILL
'MICHAEL EDWARC CASILLAS
SA~UEL GEORGE CHARLTON
PETER STtREN CHASE
CHRISTOPHER L CHRISSOS
MAJOR
SECOND1R~ EDUCATION
EWCAT 10 ~DMINISTRAT
ECUC4TIO ADI'INISTRAT
ECUCA 110 ~DMINISTRAT
ECUCATICt'- AOI'INISTRAT
EDUCATIO ~DMINISTRAT
MASTER OF A~TS
MAJCR
At'-TrRCFClGGY
PHIlCSCFHY
ART ECLCA1ION
IlPT
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
ART
GUICANCE
SECONDARY EDUCATION
LIITIN AMERICAN STUDIE
SECCf\'C1RY EDUCATION
HISTORY
HISTORY
P 5YCHOLCGY
Et'-GLISP
SECCf\'CARY EDUCATION
.,
; :
-~-------
--- ----- ~~--.-~-
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
/lASTER CF HTS
,.AJCR
JUDITH LYNNC~URCH
DONt\A CLAUSS
ESTHER LEE COCY
TERRY ELLEN CGLE
RICHARD NEIL CORNEZ
JUDITH. K CRITES
GARY VINCENT CURTIN
LYNNE MARIE K CURTIS
CHARLCTTE LAZEAR CUTTER
CATHY GRACE DAHLSTEDT
CONSUELO IRENE CAVIDSON
I /iELINCA DAVIDSON
KE ITH F DAVIS
PATRICK JOSEPH DAWSON
Ll NDA r~ARI E DAY
RICHARD HENRY DICKHAUT
LINDA CANARD COERING
GUY RICHARD DYKES
KATHERI~E ANN FEDUSKA
JANET FIKE
PETER'JA/iES FITZPATRICK
ABDOREZA FOROUGHI
RICHARD LORAIN FOX
EMILY ELLEN FREEDE
ART
SECCNO~RY EDUCATION
ECUCAIIC~ AD/IINISTRAT
SECCNOtR't EDUCATION
/iATHE/iAllCS
GUICANCE
HISTORy
FCUNDATICNS CF ED
HISTORY
GUHAf\CE
SPEECH CC/ifJUNICATION
RECRE~TJ(I\
ART HISTCRY
HISTORy
ELEME~lARY EDUCATION·
AI\THIlCFClCGY
ELEfJE~TARY EDUCATION
SPECIAL EClCATION
R ECREAT ICN
GUIDANCE
ART EDtOT ION
FCUNCATIC~S CF ED
PCLITICAL SCIENCE
FCUNDATICNS OF ED
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
MASTER OF ART5
MAJDR
236
FRANCINE S FRIEDMAN
RODGER ANTHONY FRIEDMAN
CONSTANCE ~ GALLEGOS
GILBERT REY GALLEGOS
BGBBY JOE GARCIA
FRANCES BROUGHER GARMAN
RICARDO REYES GONZALES
JUDY KAY GORDON
JO S GOUZE
SALLY ·ARMSTRONG GRADLE
ANNA LYNN GRI~ES
VAHE GUZEUMI AN
R BRADFORD HALL
SUKI LEZER HARADA.
ELEANOR JEAN HARTGERINK
DEBORAH LYNN ~ASTINGS
FLOYD RICARDO HERRERA
KATHLEEN OCONNELL HILL
SELMA LOUISE HELTON HYRNE
MONICA MARTINEZ INC~ODY
LINDA C~RISTINA.INGRDFF
PAULINE JARAMILLO
LISA SUSAN JOHNSON
BARBARA JOHNSTON
GUIDANCE
CCMPARATIVE LIT
SPECIAL EDUCATION
EDUCATICN ADMINISTRAT
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
,...--..-.:-~",
(.' :'
,,5 PECI H HUCH ION
P5YCHCLCGY
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ART EDUCATION
AH
ART
SECCNDARY EDUCATION
ART ECliCATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION
SECCNDARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENIA~Y EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY.ECUCATION
ART Ht:CAT ION
.ART EClJUT ION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SECONLARY EDUCATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION
--- --------------
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1919 FAll
JASCN ERIC JO~ES
WENDY FRANCES JCNE~
GLC~IA ANN KINSEL
KATHRYN KRAHLING
SANDRA JANE ALLEN LANDER
RUTH EUtA LEE
BETTY HART LE~EN
JOANNA ROSE LESTER
LINO~ LEE LIPPITT
,NO EL ELI ZAe ETH LI VAl! DAI S
MARY N LOPEZ
CAROL LOSH
DAVID LECN LOVETT
GLORIA MARI~ LUNA.
SHARON A MACK·
PA~ELA BOYD MARSH
ADOLPH T. MARTINEZ
PATSY JAN MCCLENDON
JOHN BUNYAN MCMATH.III
GAIL PATRICE ~ELANSCN
JOYCE BURKHARCT MENDEL
JANET RUTH MENNING
SUE ANN MIKA
URSULA ELISABETH MILLER
-~---,_ ..
----..-----~._-- --'----
MASTER OF ARl~
MAJOR
ART
ENH lSI'
ElfMENlARYECUCATION
ELEMENlARY EOUOATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
SECCND ARY EDUCATION
SECONCARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
SECCNDARY EDUCATION
SPECIAL fCUCATION
SECCNDARY EDUCATION
GUIOAtlCE
~PECIAL EDUCATION
ELE~ENlARY EOUC~TION
SPECIAL EcveATION
ElE~ENTARY ECUCATION
ELEMEtllARY EcveATION
ELEMENTARY tCUCATION
RECREATICN
SPANISh
SPEC-IAl EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
SECCNDARY EDUCATION
PCLITI(At SCIENCE
CAtiDIOI\TES· FOR DEGREES, 197<J Fl\Ll
MASTER CF HT~
MAJOR
VIRGINIA ELIZABETH MOORE
BARBARA BEDDOW MULKEY
NICHOLAS HO KUEN NG
JACQUELINE LEE GUlL NCLAN
EDWIN JAMES NOWAK
DAVID JCHN OCCNNELL
KAREN RUTH ZLCTKOWS~I OLGUIN
VERONICA ANTO~A OLGUIN
CLAUDIA ANTCINETTE CLSON
EILEEN MARIE OSULLIVAN
MARTY WILLIAM OTOOLE
POLLY SUE FIFE OWEN
BRUCE ALAN PARSONS
JOhN ALAN PEARMAN,
MARCIA LEE PERKINS
MICHAEL H PERLIN
CECELIA PERROW
SHARON ANN PETERSON
ANTHONY JOSEPh PROFETA
DIXIE MILDRED PROPP
STELLA BERNICE RAND~LL
I''I"IIRILYN RASHKIND
HOWARD DAVID RAWLES
ROBERT ChARLES RECK
ECUCAIIC~ ADMINISTRAT
SECONCARY EDUCATION
ART ECLCATION
RECREATIC~'
GUI CAH E
SPEECh CC~~UNICATION
SECONDARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
HISTOR'Y
SPECIAL ECLCATION
SECONClRY EDUCATION
RECREATICN
SPECIAL ECLCAIION
ART
SPECIAL EDLCATION
SECCNClR'Y EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GU ICA'NeE
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
. ,
SECONDARY EDUCATION
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIE
SECC~CAR' ~DUCA~ION
ART
239
-----------
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
/lASTER CF HT~
MAJOR
I,
'ANCREA L H RECTCR
"
HENRY GALLEGOS RODRIGUEZ
ARLENE ANGELA LEE ROMERO
HELEN RCSI ER
EDWllRD E ROSSOL
EMILY C SALAZ~R MARCRUM
SUZANNE MARIE SAlllZAR
DOLORES KAY SARNA
MARGARET JO SCHWENT
SHELLEY ANN SILVER
JUDITH KAY SMITH
WILLIAM DAVID SPEROh
CHARLES PAUL STEWART
KAY G STITElMAN
M4RY C STULL
ANN MARIA SWANSCN
JULIA DENNY S~EENEY
GUY RALPH TAYLOR
NANCY MARLENE THERICT
COt\STANTION MANUEL TORRES
MARTHA L TRAMMELL
HELEN MARl E TURNEY
JOHN CHARLES TYSSELING
. LUIS ERNESTO B VELEZ
ART HLC Al ION
ECUCATIC~ llDMINISTRAT
ELEMENIAR¥ ECUCATION
ELEME~TAR) ECUCATION
FCUNDAlICN~ OF ED
SPECIAL ECLCATION
GUII:At\CE
ELEMENTARY ECUCATION
ElEMEt\TIR¥ ECUCATION
SECOND~R) EDUCATION
SECC~DllR' EDUCATION
SECCt\C~P) EDUCATION
SECCNDAR) EDUCATION
SPECIAL ,ECUCATION
SECCNCllR~EDUCATION
",
ELEMENTARY EOUCATION
FLU~DA1I(~S'CF EO
,- '" ~ .....~
SECCNDARY ~DUCATtON
HISTORY
ART
ELEMEt\TARY ECUC4TION
SPECIAL ECUCATION
ECCI\CIIICS
SE(CNC~PY ECUCATION
. '
- --- ---
---...... - ----.-- - ---.----.--~~~---..•"_o____'. ;""'-~.,
------~-- ---
--------
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1<;7<; fAll
MAS TER CF An s
MAJOR
240
PH~LLIS S ~ESSELLS
SUE ANN TALLE~ VORIS
REBECCA ALDER~A~ WALKER
WINIfRED CARLEN WALTZER
SUSAN WARD
WEAVER DONOVAN KELLE~ A
GARY RA~ IlEAVER
GAIL P WHITHA~
LINDA L WIlLIM-'S
JUNE ARNOLD WCLFE
JEARLDINE VALCRIE yeUNG
AMELIA ZAAL
RAfAELITA BACHICHA
DAVID G BEAUCHESNE
AN IT A BLANTON
ROGER ELLIS BRUMLEY
LAURA A RESNICK CHAVEl
RC~ALD A FORT E
CRUZ JI~MY GARCIA
GARY STEIlART GRITZBAUGH
KAREN ANN GRIfFITH HARMON
S P.EC I H HUGH ION
SHC I II L HUGAT ION
SPEGI/ll- EDlC AT ION
SFA NI S,f-
SPECIlIl EClCATION
ltNGU t( E SCI Et\CES
GlIDANCE
GUIDANCE
SECCNDARY EDUCATION
EDUCAlICN ADMINISTRAT
SECQNDIRY EDUCATION
SECCNDARY EDUCATION
~ASTER Cf ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
"
--- ------ --~---
-- ----,- -~----.,-,~--
..
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
/lASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
KENBAH TIS I KINSEY
ROBIN JILL LASKC
RCBERT L LOVATO
DANIEL WILLIAM MCGINTY
KENNETH DONALD MCINTOSH
ROBERT HCWARO MCLAUGHLIN
ROBERT a JR. /lENKE
:\'," MODES T,O Io'ONTANO
'JOAN ANN NUANES
,
DEAN GORDON OLSON
ROEERTA ( RICS
MICHAEL G ROCHE
DAVID TOUPS STEWART
DONALD RCBERT SWI~HER
CHARLES 0 WAlTEMEYER
SANDRA e WEEKE
/lASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
GECFFREY CHARLES BELL
SUSANNA EDEN
RICHARD LAVERNE HOFFIo'AN
MARWAN ~ANNA KHOURY
SUZANNE E K MILLER
... '.
\
-- -~~-----------
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
MASTER OF A~O~IIEOTURE
GARY REYNOLD NOLEN
ROSERT WIlLIA~ ROBIE
VALERIE ANNE SIVINSKI
~ASTER OF A~TS IN TEACHING BUSINESS SUBJECTS
SHIRLEY ~ L ANDERSON
MASTER OF A~T~ IN TEACHING INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS
DAVID EeWARD [RAKE
RONALD RAY MILLAGE
~ASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING MATHEMATI'S
BOBBIE VERN WILLIAMS
~ASIER OF ART~ IN TEACHING SPANISH
ALINA CHAVEZ
DOROTHY REYDEL DONAHUE
FLORY ESPERANZA WHITE
" _ .. - ----- - •..'.-_.-- ~-Y·-
--.._._._.~---
CA~DIDATES FOR DEGREES, 1979 FALL
MASTER CF FINE lRTS
MAJOR
---- --
-------
MARK LEC LAVATELLI
RICHARD WAYNE GUIDRY
KARE~ AN~ BACCARO
SALLY JOAN BISSELL
,
JEfFREY MARSHALL STOLET
KATHLEE~ A~N AFFHOLTER
SANDRA CHRISTMAN BABB
GREGORY THANE BEYER
MARY JOAN URBANER BROWNE
TERESA LYNN BURGETT
......
,:>'"
'pHING HSIEN CHANG
JOSE A 0 CHAV E1
PEGGY LYNN CHEHARDY
KAH SONG CHD
DENNIS IRWIN COHEN
FINE HTS
MASTER OF MUSIC ECUCATION
,.AS TER OF ,.US IC
MAJOR
MU SIC
MUSIC
MUSIC
MASTER CF SCIE~CE
MAJCR
GECLCGY
COMPUIIH £ INFOR SCI
CIVIL E~GI~EERING
HAL H' ECUCATION
NURSING
CHMISH'y
CIVIL E~GINEERING
HEAL TH EOVCATION
ELEC E~GR £ CCMP SCI
NUCLEAR E~GI~EERING
---~-- - ------ --- -- ---
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES, 1979 FALL
244
ROGER LEON CO~ARTY
FRA~K DOUGLAS COZZA
WILLIAM DONOVAN CUTCHINS
LA~RENCE M DESONIER
JAN ~ARINA DIllINGHAM
PHILIP CARL FISCHER
MARK WAYNE GADDIS
JEFFERY MARTIN GEARHART
FARAJCLLAH GHANBARI
DENISE E GOSSAGE
JODY GENELLE GRAY
KENNETH EARL GREEN
SANDRA LYNN MAROIS GREEN
DOROTHY JEAN e HADLEY
MORTEZA POURMEHRIZI HAKIMI
DOROTHY lEYVA HARRIS
JA~ES WHITNEY HICKS
CHRIS. JCSEPH HIllERY
EDWARD EUGENE HOLCOMB,III
SHANKER LAL JOSHI
DAVID DONNELLY KENNEY
BURTON HANSON KOSKE
CYNTHIA JANE KUEHN
LORENZO A LARRANAGA
MASTER OF S(IE~CE
MAJOR,
NUClEAP E~GI~EERING
PHS Ie~'
NUCLEAP ENGI~EERING
ElEC E~GR & CCMP SCI
P~YSICtl ECUCATION
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ElEC ENG~ (COMP SCI
BIOLOGY
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
ElEC ENGR E COMP SCI
BIOlGGY
ELEC ENGP f CGMP SCI
CIVIL ENGINEERING
HEALTH ECUCATION
ElEC ENGP E COMP,~CI
B ICLOG)
B ICL on
CHM ISHY
MECHANICAL HGR
NUClEAP ENGI~EERING
MECIiAr-ICAl ENGR
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
MEDICAL ~(IE~CES
CIVIL E~Glr-EERING
245
-------"-'- ----,.---,-------,
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
JOHN RICHMOND LAWRENCE
STEPHEN HER~A~ LONER
BRADLEY JAMES LOONEY
ANTHO~Y CARLCS LOPEZ
JE~G HUNG LUE
JEAN MlIRIE MAHER
JOSEPH DOUGLAS MATHER
MAUREEN ALICE MCKEE
VIVIl\~ MENDEZ
CHUNG LIAN ALEX MIAO
MARIA DEL CAR~EN MONEDERO
HENRY SIU HANG NG
THCMAS ALAN OeENAUF
OAVID P PHILLIPS,
JOHN SYLVESTER RESSMAN.JR
MARKUS KARL RCTHMEYER
HELEN MARGARET RYNASKI
MAOHUSUOHAN SAYALA
JAMES THOMAS SCHMITZ
WILLIAM SCHWINKENOORF
CHARLES A SLOCOMB
DENNIS LEE SULlIVlIN
GUO JEN TSAI
MAXWELL CHIMAEZE UGhU
-- ---------------'---
~ASTER OF SCIENCE
MAJOR
GECLCG't
/HUH ICAl El\GR
ELEC E~G~ £ CCMP SCI
CIVil E~GI~EERING
CHMICH E/lGR
PHYSICtL ECUCATION
CrEMISTRY
CCI'f'lU/I CISCRCERS
COf'lUN 0 15CROERS
ELEC E/lGR E CCMP SCI
~EDICAl SCIE/I'CES
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
CCf'lFUTI/lG £ INFOR SCI
(CMFUTIIIG E ,INFOR SCI
ELEC E/lGF £ COMP SCI
PHYSICS.
CCf'lf'lU~ DISCRDERS
ELEC EIIGP E CCMP SCI
MECHA/lICtL EIIGR
f'lECl-iA/lIUL ENGR
CCf'lFUTI~G E INFOR SCI
CIVIL E/lGI~EERING
HCHA~ IUL ENGR
CIVIL E/lGI/lEERING
,-'---_.--._----------------~--
- ---"-_._---------_._- --_ ...-----------_.
CA~DIDATES FOR DEGREES, 1979 FALL
~~STER CF SCIE~(E
/I,~JCR
-. --~ _. -_._-------'.....:-. -- _. "'-- -----~---
e.
SUE ELAINE GIBSON U/I,SHLER
JALAL VAHABNEZHAD
ROBERTA E WIDCICOMBE
LARRY ARTHUR WILES
DONALD LEROY "ILLERTON
WILLIAM C WILLIAMS
ANTHONY J ABRUZZO
ASHOK K. AGRAWAL
SUNIL G ~NAOK~R
THCMAS EMll BECK
JOYCE F BL4S1
M BREDA ~URPHY BOVA
SA/I,UEL ROBERT CARON
ELIZABETH ANN C~SHD~N
EMILIO CASHNEDA
STEVEN MiCHAEL ~OBB
LI~KA LELIA CCRBIN MULlIKI~
lLALEIGH COTE .:
GEORGE JAMES DAVIS
ERIC JEFFREY DEVOR
HENRY ASHBY EISENHART
CIVIL E~GI~EERING
CIVIL E~GI~EERING
GEOLOGY
CC~PUTI~G & I~FOR SCI
C(~PUTI~G t INFOR SCI
ELEC E~G~ t CCM~ SCI
CCCTCR CF ~rILC~O~hY
M~JOR
CURRIC t HSTR
ELEC. HG!' t CGMP SCI
MEe ICAL ~c IHCES
CURRIC E; II\S TR
CURRIC E; HSTR
CURRIC E; HSTR
PU~IL FERSCNHL SERV
A~THRCFClCGY
RGM~N(E L~NGUAGES
PUFIL ~E~~CNI\EL SERV
CURR IC t I~S TR
IIECICJll SC IENCES
,..ATHE/HT IC~
Af\THRC~CLCGY
CURRIC E HSTR
I
"
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. lq7q FALL
[CCTCP CF PHILG~OPrY
foIAJCR
STEVEN EllNER
DELORES MARIA ETTER
ANITA FRANK
JAfoIES LESLIE GOODING
RONDA KAY HAGEMAN
GARTH M HANSEN
CHARLES R HUTCHINS
PATRICIA LOUISE KRAMER
MEREDITH ROSS MACHEN
WILLIAM L MANSKER
CATHERIflE LOUISE CRCSS MAPLE
MARY LYNfI MARPLE
RUBEN MARTINEZ
JA/JES PAUL MILLER.~R
JIM EMANUEL MOREL
CHRISTINE MARIE NIC~OLSGN
EO~ARO BERNARD NUHFER
HARRY N PLANNER
CHARLES ROY PFOHASKA
FRANCES ELLEN PURIFOY
ESTELLE H ROSENBLUfoI
THOMAS CARLYLE SHElVES
SHERMAN WILLIAM TYLER
CARAOOPE WILSON
HISTORY
ELED E~GF I; CCMP SCI
FCUNDATICNS OF ED
GEOLOGY
ECCflC/J ICS
IBERC-~foIERICAN STUDIE
CUPRIC I; IflSI£<
ANTHRCFOLHY
EflGLISF
CURRIC I; IflSIR
B IeLGGY
GEClCGY
AC/olINI~ I; ~UPERV
NUCLEAR EN(INEERING
PUPIL PERSCNNEL SERV
GEGLCGY
GEOLGGY
BUSINESS ADMIN
Af\THRCFCLCGY
CURRIC I; IflSIR
fLEC Ef\GF I; (OMP 5(1
PSYCHOLOGY
PUPIL PERSONNEL SERV
"
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CANDICATES FOR DEGRE~S. 1979 FALL
CCCTCR OF FhIlCSOFHY
MAJOR
24.9
JANG YUH YAO CIVIL EhCIhEERING
SCHeOl CF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
PACHLCR CF ARTS IN ARCHITECTURE
CATHERINE J BlCSSCM
ELIZABETH ANN OAMLER
MIGUEL ANGEL DE lOS RIDS
VICTOR JAMES CURAN
MARK FRAUENGLASS
RUSSELL WAYNE GCLIGHTLY
CATHERINE MOSES HOLLANDER
JODY LYhN JOHNSON
JOSEPH ANTHONY PARKER
EL IUD H SALAZ AR
STEPHEN GENE SCHNEIDER
LEO A SHIRLEY
ROBERT JAY SMITH
MAJOR
ARCHI lEC TURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHI lECTlHE
ARCHTECTURE
ARCHI TECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
A RCHIT ECTURE
ARCHI TEClURE
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITEClllRE
ARCHI TECHiRE
ARCHil EC lURE
ARCHITECTURE
MINOR
UNIVERSITY STUDIES
fACHELCR OF UhIVERSITY STUDIES
ROONEY F ADAMS
MARK ANTHONY AGUILAR
CORDELIA NINIKANWA AKAGHA
MARY LUCILLE ANDERSON
_._._--_.. --- .
24.9
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CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FAll
UNIVERSITY STUDIES
EACHElCR CFl~I~ERSITY STUDIES
DAVID FREDERIC ANGELL
A A ARGANTZOPCULOS
"KATHLEEN' JOYCE ARNESON
RO~ULO E'AHAMOt\
MARGARET REID BARROWS
KAREN P BENNETT
DAVID MICHAEL BENYAK
. WILMA PATRICIA BETTS
STEPHEN JOHN BIt\KLEY
JOE 0 BOSSERMAN
ELAINE FRANCES BRILEY
DONALD LEE BROUSSARD
DANIEL BRIAN EURKE
DEXTER BYRUM
ROBERT JOSEPH CASIAS
MARTHA ANN CHAVEZ
HEATHER M COOK
JOANN DARLINGTON
KAY F DARTER
SUSAN ELIZABETH DAVIS
DAVID A DELGROSSO
BARBARA JEAN DESANTIS
MI CHAEL 8 DOYLE
LYNNE A DUPONT
---.--._-
. I
I
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FAll
UNIVERSITY STUDIES
EACHELCR CF U~IVERSITY STUDIES
lGINGER ELAINE EDGMON
MARK STEVEN FELSMAN
OAt\ FRAI'PTCN
NARCISO GALLEGOS
CHERYL GATSCHET
LOYGL A GIIUNII
Ly~t\ MATISON GEDDIE
MARILYN L GELLER
LINDA JEAN GLEASON
DONALD hOODWARD GLOVER
ALFRED GCNZAL ES
RUTH-M GORE
RANDY EARL GRAVES
DIANNE VALENTINE vRty
HARVEY MITCHELL GREEt\
DEBBIE J HARRIS
ROBER T RICH HIIR VEY
THOMAS MCDOUGALL HEADY
MOIRA CCRIN HERt\IINDEZ
EDWARD ROY HERRERA
JOHN DOYLE HI CK S
MARLA KAY HIGGINS
t~ARIANA IBANEZ
BETTY JAMES
-~---- - ----~----------~~--
CA~DIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
UNIVERSITY STUDIES
EACHELCR CF lIlI~ERSITY STUDIES
JAMES C~ARLES KENNEDY.III
JOHN MARTIN KERSHNER
CARLA KCCP~L ABEYTA
PA~ELA ANNE LAPCINTE
EDDIE K LEE
DAVID HE~RY LEUGERS
SARAH LHAMCN
DEIIISE A MADRID GURULE
JOSEPH GEORGE MALCCF
PIERRE L MARJON
SAMUEL R MAYER
DEBRA ANN MCPHEE
KATHRYN GABRIEL MEAC
JOHN C:REGG MELTON,
THERESA ANN MILLER
SUSAN ALLEN MINSER
- RALPH P MORRIS.JR.
VICTOR L MORTENSEN
JA~ES ALLEN MYERS
MARIE M NEAL
GECRGIANA OANDASAN
LUANN OCCNNELL
PATRICK M OHEARN
JOHN STEVE OLIPHANT
----------~-------
+/.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1919 FAll
UNIVERSITY STUDIES
e~CrEl(R CF U~IVERSITY STUDIES
DALE LEE PITTS
IVAN KENT RICHARDS
CAROL L STATLER RITTER
SUMNER FRICE RODDY
NANCY R{JSENBERR Y
STEPHANIE CARCLYN ROWE
LI~DA ANN SAMFSON
CHRISTOPHER S~NDOVAL
MARIE YAZZIE SANDOV~L
LATAYNE COLVETT SCOTT
MARC SEIDMAN
ELIZAEETr C SPELLMAN
BARBARA STONE
KATHY SANDOVAL M ~TREET
I
RENEE E SULLIVAN
BAREARA A SUNDBERG
MICHELE A TWADDLE TART
JACQUELIN F TAYLOR
DONALD L THACrER
ClYDENE BURNETT THOMAS
KATIE LYNN TRAMMELL
TIM CHARLES USZUKO
MICHELE VANDENHEUVEL
MICHAEL C VENCZULES
253
CANDICATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FAll
UNIVERSITY STUCIES
E~C~EL(R OF U~IvERSITY STUDIES
THCMAS B WAGERS
GARY TRIPP WARD
TANA MARC STEkART WARD
RALPH .HERBERT WEllONS
BRITT NEIL WILSON
DONAL 0 LEE 'WR IGHT
CHRIST1NE BARBARA ZIEMS
KENNETH W ZINTAK
THE RCBERT O. ANCERSCN GRADUATE SCHCOL CF ~ANA
MASTER OF EUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
SHERYlEJOAN AUGUSTINE . F I~ ~,GT (CCNCTN)
"",'
MARGARET ELIZABETH BAIRD
~MARK EDGAR BIGGS.
GERALC W BROW1\
LARRY LEE BYARS
JOHN KEIIP DAVIS
PATRICIA ANN SHIPPY CCPPKE
P4UL II FRIES
MARVIN MORRISON HOFFMAN
RICH4RD P4UL ~RUGER
LAURA REID LILES
JAMES F •. LONGLEY
STEWART BRUCE MACCALLUM
ACClG (CC1\CTNI
F H /lGT (CCNCTN)
GENl ~GT (C01\CTN)
GENL ~GTICONCTNI
F 11\ MG 1 (((NCTNI
GENl ~G1 (CONCTN)
FIN /lG 1 (CCNCTNI
GENL /lOICOf\CTNI
GE~L /lG1 ICDNCTNI
GENL HT .(COt\CTN)
MGT It\fC S)S (CONCTNI
ACC TG (CCHn;)
? . -.. "
--' ....L::\~..;.J.
• ',' , •• 1
"
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. lene; FALL
THE RQfERT C. A~CERSCN GRADUATE SCHOOL CF ~ANA
MAS1ER OF EU5INESS ADMINISTRATlC~
MAJCR
254
PETER COOKSON MARKS
PAMELA SUE WILSON MASSEY
LARRY WAYNE MCCLINTCCK
JOHN A ~ENICUCCI
JUDITH A~N ~O(RE
ROBERT CONALD NIERI
THOMAS ALAN OBENAUF
SHANNA A~N RA~PLEY
FONDO S IKOD
ANDREW JOEHL THOMPSON
WILLIAM III THO~PSO~
ALBERT JOHN VILLAREAL
HARRY JCSEPH WEINGARDT
DOUGLAS CARL WILSP~
MARTI ~ ZUNIGA
,
JOSEPHINE ANN STRAT~MAN
F I~' /'''1;1 ((CNON)
GENL ~GT (CONCTN)
F If\ fJG 1 (CCNCTN)
FI" ~GI (CCNON)
ACC IG (C GMTN)
GENL I"GI (CO"CTN)
MGT IHC 'SYS (CONCTN)
~UMAN FE~ ~GI (CONCTN
GENL fJGI (CO"CIN)
F I~ fJ,Gl (CCNCIN)
GE~L. fJGT (CONCTN)
ACCTG E FINAN
HCTG (CCHH)'
GENl ~,GT (CO~CTNI
F. I~ MG 1 (CCNCTN)
MAJOR
/lAMGE~E"T
,7 -.
HUMAN SERvICES
ASSCCIAIE OF AR1S IN COMMUNITY SERVICE ~
AEATRICE N FLCRES
MARGARET ANN ~ALONA
.. /.; ~.~~,~--~:,.-- ' "
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES. 1979 FALL
HUMAN SERVICES
ASSeCIATE eF A~TS IN COMMUNITY SERVICE
DAVID SHERMAN
EDUCATlON
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
MARY MARTINEl EVANS
"
GERALDHE M RAY
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANCE
ASSeCIATE CF SCIENCE IN PHYSICIAN ASSISTANCE
"",;DAVID W NORCRCSS
GLORIA RANDALL RHODD
PR E-i EN GtJ'\ EERING
ASSOCIATE Of SCIENCE IN PRE~ENGINEERING
MARK N CREWS
MYRON G MONTOYA
SECRETARIAL STUDIES AND OFFICE SUPERVISION
ASSeC CF A~lS IN SECRETARIAL STUDIES & OFFICE S
EILEEN KAREN ELATCHFORD
ELENA ISABELLA COOK
ALICIA ANN GAMBERALE
MELISSA GAIL KOENIG
AMY LUC ERO
------._----------~-------
. --~-,- .-.--~------~----------------
CA~DIDATES FOR DEGREES, 1979 FAll
SECRET~RI~L STUDIES ~N[ OFFICE SUPERVISIe~
Assec OF A~TS I~ SECRETARIAL STUDIES £ CFFICE S
SUlAN~E IIARSHALl
DONNA SCHOFIELD MILLER
JEANA MARIE PINEAU
MARCIA j SILVA
* * * * * *
Mrs. Jourdan again requested Future Meetings
that the Regents plan a meeting in
Gallup. Provost Sanchez suggested that a meeting be held there
to coincide with the dedication of the new building.
* * * * * *
The meeting adjourned at 11:15 a.m.
* * * * * *
rjl ;:"6-
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ATTEST:
Secretary-Treasurer
